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Manipulation jundamentallY requires the manipulotor to be mechanically coupled 
to the objecr being manipu{ated; rhe manipulator may nOI be treated os an isolo/ed 
system. This three·part paper presents an approach to lhe control 0/ dynamic in
teraction bet ween Q manipulator and its env;ronmenl. In Part I (h is approach i5 
developed by considering the mechonics 0/ interaction between physico/ systems. 
ean/ral 0/ posilion or force alone is jnadequQte; contraf 0/ dynamic behovior is 
olso required. Ir is show" that as manipulation is a lundamenta/ly nonlinear 
problem, the distinclion between impedance and admiuance is essential. and given 
the environment contains inertial objecls, {he manipulator mUSI be an impedance. A 
generalizarion 01 aNorton equivalent network is dejined lor a broad class 01 
nonlinear manipulators which separates (he control 01 motion Irom {he control 01 
impedance whife preserving {he superposition properties 01 the Norton network. It 
is shown (haI components 01 the manipulator impedance may be combined by 
superposilion even when they are nonlinear. 

Inlroduction 
Underslanding movement and manipulation and how they 

may best be controlled is a basic endeavour in several dir· 
ferent fields. Understanding the strategies adopted by the 
cenlral nervous system in the control of movement is one of 
the fundamenta l problems of neurophysiology; development 
of artificial limbs tO rehabilitate people with functional 
disabilities requires an understanding of bot h how the human 
normally controls and commands movement and ~ow this 
may best be implemented in a prosthesis or an orthosis; and 
the use of robots for industrial automation has focused al· 
tention on the problems ofmanipulation by machine. 

The work presented here is an auempt to define a unified 
and general approach 10 the control of manipulation. The 
approach developed encompasses and indudes the simple 
posilioning or nansporting tasks typically performed by 
robots and/or prostheses . It also builds on this capability, 
extending il to facilitate the application of robots and/or 
prostheses to tasks involving static and dynamic interactions 
between the manipulator and its environment. lt will be 
shown (in Parts 11 and 111) that the a pproach can lead to a 
simplification of some problems in manipulalOr control. 

By any reasonable defi ni tion, manipulation fundamen tally 
requires mechanical interactlon with the object(s) being 
manipulated, and a useful dassificalion of manipulatory 
tasks is by the magnitude of .the mechanical work excha.nged 
between the manipulator and its environment . In seme cases 
the interaction forces are negligible, the instantaneous 
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mechanical work done by the manipulator is negligible, (dW 
"" r·dX = 0) and for control purposes the manipulator may 
be treated as an isolated system, with ils motion (e.g., 
position, velocity, acceleration) as the controll~d variab l ~(s). 
GenerallY, applications of industrial robots tO date have been 
based on position control, and some of the more successful 
applicat ions hav~ been restricted to this case; examples are 
5pray·painting and welding [28]. 

In other situations the manipulator encounters constraints 
in its environment and t h~ interaction forces are not 
negligible. Although the manipulator is kinematically coupled 
to its environment, dynamic interaction is still absent. Along 
the tangent to a pure (Le .• fri ctionless) kinematic constraint 
th~ interaction forces are zero (F = 0) whereas along the 
normal into the surface the motions are zero (dX :: 0) and in 
all directions the instantaneous mechanical work done is again 
n~gl i gible (dW = F·dX = 0). In this case an appropriate 
control strategy is a combination of motion control along the 
tangent and force control along the normal [221. This apo 
proach 10 manipulator control has been termed "compliance" 
or "force control" [15], is more correclly called "ac· 
commodation" [16], and is the topic of a considerable body 
of laboratory research, although it has not yet seen 
widespread industrial application. 

The most general casc (which includes the previous tWO as 
special instances) is that in which the dynanic interaction is 
neither zero no r negligible (dW ;o! 0). A large dass of 
manufacturing operations fall into this category: ~xampl~s 
include drilling, reaming, routing, counterboring, grinding, 
bending, chipping, fettling-any task requiring work 10 be 
done on the environment. Many activities of daily li vi ng to be 
performed by an amplJtee using a prosthesis-basically any 
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task involving the use of a lool-are also in Ihis category. 
Because of Ihe dynamic interaclion. Ihe manipulator may no 
longer be treated for control purposes as an isolaled sysle~. 
Strategies directed toward Ihe control of a vector quantlly 
such as position. velocity, or force will be inadequate as (hey 
are insufficient to control the mechanical work exchanged 
between the manipulator and its environment. 

A solution to Ihis problem is to modulate and control the 
dynamic behavior of the manipulator in addition to com
manding ils poSition or velocity. If the environment is 
regarded as a source of "disturbances" to the manipulator, 
then modulating the "disturbance response" of the 
manipulator will permit control of dynamic interaclions (18) . 
One way to vary the dynamic behavior of a manipulator 
would be to vary the parameters and/ or suueture of a 
feedback controller (16. 30), but Ihis is not the only way, nor 
always the beSt way. Exploiting the intrinsic properties of 
mechanical hardware can also provide a simple. effective, and 
reliable way of deaJing with mechanical interaction (3, 4, 17, 
31). A unified framework in which to consider the action of 
both hardware and software in controll ing dynamic in
teraction is desirable. In the following it is developed from 
some simple and physically reasonable assumplions. 

Physlcal EquivaJence 

Throughout Ihis paper it will be assumed that the complete 
controlled system is hierarchically organized: a high-level 
supervisory system plans movement task and presents a set of 
commands I c I to a lower-Ievel (real-time) controller which 
operates directly on the manipulator hardware. Seen fro~ the 
perspective of the high-level supervisor the control IS ef· 
feclively open-Ioop. The high-level supervisor, while iI. may 
have access to sensory data, does not use Ihat dala m an 
immediate feedback control mode 10 modulate its commands 
10 the lower·level controller during an ongoing movement. 
This arrangement is diagrammed in Fig. 1. This organization 
has bcen proposed as a general form of conlro] and com· 
munication for man/ machine systems (26) : il is commonly 
used for robols (2] ; and there is some evidence thai the 
mammalian motor control system is similarly o rganized (5). 

The manipulator is some collection of physical structures. 
sensors, and actuators (hardware) combined with some set of 
control algorithms (software). A unified framework for 
considering the action of both hardware and software in the 
control of dynamic behavior can be obtained by making the 
reasonable assumption that no controller can make the 
manipulator appear to the environment as anything ot~er 
Ihan a physical system. This can be stated as the followmg 
postulate: I 

"It is impossible tO devise a conlroller which will cause a 
physical system to present an apparent behavior 10 its en-

In u bearssome rescmbtanc:c 10 Ihe Tllrin, le$l of Anirociallnldtileno;c 1291. 
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vi ronment which is distinguishable from that of a purely 
physical syslem." 

The value of thiS postulale is that il is now possible to 
describe the complete controlled system as an equivalent 
physical system . Any of the several graphical lec~niques for 
describing physical systems may now be apphed 10 Ihe 
complete system, controller plus hardware. The consuaints 
obeyed by physical systems are especially clearly represented 
by Paynter's bond graphs (14, 20, 231. and throughout this 
paper the formaJism and terminology of bond graphs will be 
used. 

Causallty 

Several important constraints on Ihe behavior of physical 
systems can be identified . Along each degree of freedom. 
instantaneous power flow between two or more physical 
systems (e.g., a physical system and ils environment) is always 
definable a.s the produet of two conj ugate variables, an effon 
(e.g., a force, a voltage) and a flow (e.g .• a velocity • a current) 
1201. An obvious but important physical constraint is that no 
one system may determine both variables. Along any degree 
of freedom a manipulator may impress a force on its en
vironment or impose a displacement or velocity on it, but nOt 
both. 

Seen from the environment along any degree of freedom, 
pnysical systems come in only twO types: adminances. which 
accept effort (e.g .• force) inputs and yield flow (e.g .• motion) 
outpms; and impedances. which accept flow (e.g., motion) 
inputs and yield effort (e.g., force) outputs. The concepts of 
impedance and admittance are familiar to designers of 
electrical systems a.s frequency-dependent generalizations of 
resistance or conductance and are usually regarded as 
equivalent and interchangeable represenlations of the same 
system. For a linear system operating al finite frequencies this 
is true, but manipulation is fundamentally a nonlinear 
problem, and for a nonlinear system it is not true; the two 
representations are in general not interchangeable. 

For example, the conStitutive equation for a point mass IS 
fundamentally wrinen with velocity as the output variable. 
defined as a function of momentum; momenturn in turn is the 
integral of the input fo rce. As the constitutive equation for a 
point mass is invertible the equations mayaiso be written with 

w = mechanical work Y = admittance 
F,F, .F2 force Z = impedance Z,I' ) = impedance state equa-

X.XI,X 2 = posilion Zo nodic impedance tions 
L. 1.L.2,L) link lengths Zn = nonnodic impedance Zo(· ) = impedance OUtput equa-
8.91.8l ,9) angle SI' ) - static force/displace- tions 
TI .TI.T) torque ment relalion , = admiuance state var-

LI .) = Iinkage kinematic X, virtual position iables 
equations V, = virtual velocity Ys(· ) - adminance state equa· 

:Ic l = modulation by corn- I now (velocity) tions 
mand set = time Yo(. ) - admittance output 

S- = effoT! (force) source , - impedance state equations 
Sj = flow (velocity) source variables V = ve]ocity 
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force as (he output variable. defined as a function of the 
derivative of the input ve[ocity variable. The only difference 
between the !WQ representations of this linear element is that 
in the strictest sense differentiation is not a physically 
realizable operation as it is the limiting case of process which 
requires knowledge cf the future. However, it is often a 
perfectly reasonable operation in a model (no warse than the 
assumption cf the existente of [umped-parameter elements) 
although physically unrealizable infinile power flow may be 
predicled during transients. 

However, the conStitUlive equation of a nonlinear dynamic 
element need not be invertible. The constitutive equation for 
any device which stores elaslic energy is fundamentally 
wrilten with force as the output variable, defined as a func
lion of input displacement; displacemenl is in turn defined as 
Ihe integral of input velocity. The constitutive equation may 
be nonmonotonie or even discontinuous; the only restriction 
is that the potential energy integral must be definable (the 
coenergy integral need not bel. Real physical elastic devices 
exist which cannot be described in the derivative causal form 
with force as (he input variable and motion as the output 
variable. 

This inviolable causal contraint is not unique to energy 
storing elements. The real-world phenomenon of stiction is 
typically represented by a dissipative element with a nonin
vertible relation between force and velocity . A velocity may be 
imposed and a resulting force is defined but the converse is 
not true. 

When more than one degree of freedom is considered, 
kinematic relations may impose a furt her causal constraint. 
Consider the planar linkage shown in Fig. 2(0). Assume that 
this system may interact with its environment across an in
teraction port at the tip of the linkage. A bond graph of the 
lin kage showing (he twO independent power bonds associated 
with this point is shown in Fig. 2(b). The linkage equations are 
a transformation between kinematic variables 181, 82 1 and . 
interaction port variables I XI, Xl): 

X I =L I cos81 +L z cos 82 

Xl =L I sin 81 +L z sin 82 

(I) 

(2) 

For ·every point in 181• fJ 2 1 there is a corresponding point in 
I XI. Xl I but the transformation is, in general, not uniquely 
inverüble and Ihere exists a {wo-dimensional infinity of points 
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in I XI. Xl I for which no point in I fJ l , fJ1l exists. The lauer 
problem could be eliminated by suitably resuic(ing (he range 
of points in I X I ' Xli, and given a knowledge of the current 
joint angles the angular displacement corresponding 10 an 
end-POint displacement could be uniquely defined. 

However . consider the planar linkage shown in Fig. 3(a) 
and a corresponding bond graph shown in Fig. 3(d). The 
kinematic transformation equations are: 

XI =L I cosfJ l +Lzcos8z+L J cosfJJ (3) 

(4) 

Again. jOint angles uniquely define end-point position but 
the converse is nOI (rue; even given a suitably restricted set of 
points in [XI. Xli and a knowledge of the current joint 
angles, the end-point displacement does not provide sufficient 
information to determine the joint angular displac~menls. 

In conStraSl, Ihe corresponding transformation from forces 
applied al th~ interaction port to the resulting torqu~s applied 
to the links is always weil defined: 

TI::: -LI sinfJ I FI +L I cos8 1 F2 

T2 = -L l sinfJ1 F I +L1 cosfJ1 Fz 
TJ = -L l sin fJ l F I +L J COS fJ) F 2 

(') 

(6) 

(7) 

In fact, examination of the fiv~-port bond graph of Fig. 
3(b) will show that any combi nation of two effortS (forces or 
torques) may be impressed. Similarly, for the four-port bond 
graph of Fig. 2(b) any two efforts may be impressed. The 
kinematic transformations X ::: L(fJ) {equations (I), (2), (3) 
and (4» are in fact part of the junction structure through 
which (he various elements in a physical system interact! and 
impose a kinematic causal constraint which is related tO but 
distinct from the conditions imposed by zero- and one-

lAs an a.sid~. it is Ih~ (sct Ihat in bond graphs (unctional re lations are 
repre$emed al graph nodes which makes the equivalence of Iransformeß. 
gyrllon and junctions dear. In comra5l. in linear Iraphs (251 or Mason (, i,nll 
now) graph! !21l the junctiom are implicit In Ihe graph Slructurc while 
tramformers and gyrators masquerade as elements. II]d the cquivalence is not 
dear. This i5 a monl reason for preferrinl bond·graphs ove. olher melhods for 
Iraphing physical dyr"lamic systems. Paynl~r has painled OUI some other more 
imparlanl reason! 1211. 
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junctions (201. Any ene bond may be causally indifferent but 
its causality is constrained relative 10 the ethers. 

The point cf this discussion is thai the distinction between 
admittance and impedance is fu ndamental : Real physical 
systems exis! which can be described in ene form and not the 
other. Aspring with a nonmonotonie constitutivc equation 
can only be described as an impedance; seen from an in· 
(eraction port at its (ip. the behavior cf a kinematically 
constrained system such as the linkage cf Fig. 3 can ooly be 
described as an adminance. 

The most imponant consequence of dynamic interaction 
between tWO physical systems is that one must physically 
complement the other: Along any degree of freedom, if one i5 
an impedance, the other must be an adminance and vice 
versa. Now, for almost all manipulatory tasks the en
vi ronment at leasl contains inertias and/or kinematic con
straints, physical systems which aecepl force inputs and whieh 
determine their own motion in response . Howcver, as 
described above, while a constrained inenial object ean 
always be pushed on, it cannol always be moved; These 
systems are properly described as admittances. Seen from the 
manipulator, Ihe world is an admittanee. 

When a manipulawr is m«hanically coupled to its en
vironment, to ensure physical comp3tibilit y with the en
vironmental adminance, the manipulator should assurne the 
bl':havior of an impedance. Because the mechanical in
[eraction with the envi ronment will change with different 
tasks, or even in the course of a single task-the manipulator 
may be coupled to the environment in one phase and 
decoupled from it in another-the behavior of the 
manipulawr should be adaptable. Thus the controller should 
be capable of modulating the impedance of the manipulator 
as appropriate for a particular phase of a task. 

Thus a general strategy for controlling a manipulator is to ' 
control its motion (as in conventional robot control) and in 
addi tion give it a "disturbance response" for deviations from 
that motion which has Ihe form of an impedance. The 
dynamic interaction between manipulator and environment 
may then be modulated, regulated, and control1ed by 
Changing that impedance, and hence the approach described 
in this paper has been termed "impedance control" [1,6- 111. 
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Impedance Control, Force Control. and Compliance 
If the environment as an admittanee, then the manipulator 

must always impress a force on the environment. It might 
then be concluded that what is required in general is the 
control of a vecwr of interaction forces. Because the con
trolled manipulator corresponds to some equivaJent physical 
system, il may be represented by a network of physical system 
elements 'such as a bond graph. An equivalent physical net
work representing pure force control along a si ngle degree of 
freedom is shown in Fig . 4(0). In this graph the force com
mands from the high-level supervisor tO the low-Ievel 'con
troller are represented by an effon souree, an ideal element 
which may impose any time-history of force on the rest of the 
system independent of il.5 motion . 

If it is assumed that at a minimum the manipulator should 
be capable of stably.positioning a simple mass it can be seen 
that this network is an incomplete description of Ihe n«essary 
controller action: Stable positioning requires at a minimum a 
static relation between force and position; some spring-1ike 
element must be included in the equivalent physical network. 
The controller must specify a vector quantity such as the 
desired position, but it must also specify a quantity which is 
fundamemally different: a relationship, an impedance, which 
has properties similar tO those of a s«ond-rank , lwice
covariant tensor; it operates on a contravariant v«tor .of 
deviations from the desired position 10 produce a covariant 
vector of interface forces. In fact, linearized components of 
the impedance such as the stiffness and the viscosity are 
second-rank twice covariant tensors. 

The simplest equivalent physical network representing 
impedanee control is shown in Fig. 4(b). The position com
manded by the high-level supervisor is represented by a flow 
source, J an ideal element which may impose any time hiSlory 
of velocity on the rest o f the system. To prevent causal 
conmct between this element and the environmental ad· 
mittance (which must experience an impressed effort) a zero
junction· is interposed between the two. The impedance 
coupled to this zero-junction represents the relation between 
fo rce and motion eommanded by the supervisor and includes 
bOlh the statie force / displacement relation plus the possible 
dynamic terms required tO ensure controlled dynamic 
behavior. 

The problems of controlling the mechanical interaction 
between a manipulator and its environment have been ad
dressed by many researchers. The inadequacies o f con· 
ventional position control are widely recognized and the 
alternatives are typically referred tO as "force control," 
"compliance," " compliant motion control" or "fine motion 
connol" [12, 13, 15, 19, 22, 30). As discussed above, pure 
force eonHol is also inadequate; however, the term is applied 
loosely to control snalegies using force feedback in com
bination with other feedback variables such as position 
and/or velocilY. The concept of tuning stiffness, damping, 
and olher aspects of the dynamic behavior of a manipulator 
has been explored by several researchers [18, 19,24,301. and 
the two possible causal forms of manipulator behavior were 
discussed bv Nevins and Whitney (16) . However, they argued 
that when the manipulator was in contact with the en
vironment the appropriate strategy was to "command a 
position or velocity and look at feedback forces" and this 
approach was used in their subsequenl work (301 and that of 
many other researchers (12, 13 , 19) . This is equivalent tO 

l tn k«pin, ",[,h standard band Irlpl! prlKti«, ,he imposllion of filhcr a 
posilion or I vclcx;ilY is tCprcKnlcd. b~ I now sourcc . The assumpllon i"h."he 
pos ition Is uniquely ddined b~ Ihe Inlelr . 1 or Ihe velocity. Either Ihe veloclty Is 
~no"'n fot the infinite pasl, or an inillal position and Ihe ,ubsequent lime· 
history or velcx;ity are known 1201. 

• A ~ro-junction mein, Ihlt aU ,ysteml conn«tcd. 10 it upericncc ,he same 
dfort ",hcreas Iheir Oow, lum 10 ,er~. 
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giving (he manipulator the behavior cf an admittance, em
bodies an implicit assumption that the environment can be 
described as an impedance, and (he approach might 
reasonably be lermed "admiltance contral." As described 
above. because of the nature of kinematically constrained 
inertial objecls, the environment is proper ly described as an 
admittance and the manipulator should be an impedance. 
This distinction is not merely ane cf terminology, but has 
important consequences, as discussed furthe r below. First. the 
generality of impedance control is considered. 

Generalized Equivalent Networks 

Is the simple single-axis impedance controller represented 
by the equivalent network of Fig. 4(b) applicable tO a general 
multi-axis manipulator? Thae neework depices the separation 
of the controller aceion into two diseinct components, one (the 
flow source) representing the control of motion, the other (the 
impedance) representing the control of dynamic interaction . 
The separation of the controller action into a (vector) motion 
component and a impedance component (which has the 
properties of a tensor) can be achieved for a general dass of 
nonlinear controlIed manipulators but some furt her 
assumptions about the controller struclUre are required. 

Figure 4(b) represents only the nodic component of the 
impedance seen at the interact ion port. Nodicity refers to the 
invariance of the constitutive equation of an element under a 
change in the reference value (origin) of its argument. 
Consider again the statie relation between force and position: 
The nodic component of this relation is the part whieh may be 
maintained invariant under a change in the coordinates of the 
interaceion POrt, i.e., when the manipulator moves. It may be 
wriuen in terms of a displacement of the end-point rather 
than an absolute position of the end-point. A general relation 
between force and position may include non-nodic com· 
ponentS, relations which may only be written in terms of the 
position of the end point in some fixed reference frame. 
Examples of the lauer include the constraints imposed by the 
finite workspace of a nonmobile manipulator. The non-nodie 
components should be coupled tO a one-junction l shared by 
the manipulator and the environmental admittance. To in
c1ude both of these components the minimum necessary 
controller structure is as shown in Fig. 5. However, in mOSt 
practical situations the primary concern is to be able to specify 
positions of the workpiece in the workspace and to be able to 
control aspects of the behavoir of the workpiece at any of 
these positions. Accordingly, the immediate concern of this 
paper is with the nodic component of the impedance. 

Equivalent networks of the Norton form (Fig. 4(b» or the 
complementary Thevenin form are fami liar to systems 
engineers, but Ihey are normally applied only to linear systems 
under steady-state conditions [25). With nonlinear systems (as 
usual) some difficulties are encountered. The basic concept 
underlying both Thevenin and Norton equivalent networks is 

) A on~·jun~lion m~ans lhal all syslems ~onnecled 10 il e~pcrience lhe same 
Oow whcrca, lhcir cfforlS sum 10 zero. 
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the separation of unilateral power transmission effects from 
bilateral dynamic interaction effects. For any general physical 
system the equivalem source term seen at an interaction port 
is defined as that required to ensure zero power flow across 
the port. The differential equation relating port variables 
under conditions of zero net power flow is the impedance or 
admittance. Note that nonlinearity does not emer into these 
definitions. Unfortunately, the junction strueture (common 
effon or common flow) and concomitant superposition 
properties of the Norton and Thevenin equivalent networks is 
only guaranteed for linear systems. This means that in a 
non linear system (he separation of effects is possible, but 
reassembling the pieces is nOt necessari ly easy. 

The superposition properties may be preserved by assuming 
that the structure of the manipulator controller is such that it 
is always capable of determining an equilibrium position of 
an unconstrained inenial object . If the system is not at 
equilibrium, assume the set of eommands (which may in 
general vary with time) are "frozen" at their current in
stantaneous values and impose steady-state eonditions. The 
manipulator behavior (assumed to be nodie) is then 
charaeterized by a static relation between force and position 
(modulated by the eommand set). 

F=S(X):!c1 (8) 

By assumption the manipulator is interacting with an un
constrained inenial Object, thus at equilibrium in steady state 
the interface force is zero. Now assume that zero interface 
force defines an unique equilibrium position . That is, the c1ass 
of impedances considered is restricted so that if the gradient 
of the static force/position relation is nonzero, zero force 
defines an unique position. As a result the command set 
always defines an equivalem equilibrium position. 

Xo=Xo:[cl (9) 

This is the position with respect to whieh the input 
displacements tO the nodic impedance are measured. It may 
be thought of as the position toward whieh the manipulator is 
heading6 at any point in time. The actual pOSition of the 
manipulator end-point may, of course, be different and as the 
commands may change with time, the manipulator need never 
reaeh the position Xo• Consequently, this position need not be 
restricted to lie within the workspace of the manipulator. It is 
a convenient fietion and is a summary statement of one 
consequence of the commands. To keep this distinction c1ear, 
Xo is referred to as a "virtual position" and its time history 
Xo (t) is referred to as a "virtual trajectory." 

By defining the vi rtual trajectory the behavior of the 
controlled manipulator has been decomposed imo a veetor of 
pOrt variables which may be commanded and a relat ion 
between port variables, an impedance, which mayaiso be 
commanded . The value of this exercise is that by definition 
the two eomponents may now be reassembled in the simple 
manner represented by a zero-junetion . The superposition 
properties of the Norton equivalent network have been 
retained without reStrielion to linear systems. 

The behavior of the manipulator may now be writt~ as 
fo llows (assuming a state-determined system): 

Vo =Vo:[c1 VirtualSource (10) 

r = Vo - V lunction Equations 

dz/dr=Zs(z, r ):[cl 

Nodic lmpedance 

F=Zo(z, r ):!cl 

(I [) 

(12) 

(13) 

As before, following standard bond graph convention the 
imposition of a virtual position or a vinual trajectQry has 

60 •• if lhe equilibrium poinl i5 uns!able, away f.om ",hich il is headins. 
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BONDS REPRESENT "'ECTOR OUANT lliES 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
AOMIHANeE 

o -====1 s, .V. {c I 

~ 
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eONTROllEO 
MII.NIPULJHOR 

Fig. & A bond graph eqululenl nelwon ntpntsanlallng 0 mullluls 
manipulator wUh eonlrolled nodle Impedanee InlerseUng wUh on 
edmlttanee·type en~lronment. The bond graph lor Ihe manipulator Is 0 
genersUzed Norton equl~alent natwon. 

been represemed by a nOw source. Writing the environmental 
admittance in general fo rm : 

dyldt= Ys(y, F) (14) 

Admittanee 

v = Yo(y) (15) 

The two sets of equations may be combined to write the 
complete system equations in standard (integrable) form: 

dzl dt==.u(z,(Vo: !cl - Yo(y))):lcl 

dyldt= Ys(y.Zo(z,[Vo :!c! - Yo(y)j)]:[c! 

F =Zo(z,(Vo:[c !- Yo(y)J):!cj 

V = Yo(y) 

(16) 

( 17) 

(18) 

(19) 

The purpose of the foregoing diseussion was to demon
strate that a broad and useful dass of nonlinear manipulator 
behaviors may be represented by a simple equivalem network. 
The only a5sumptions made were thaI Ihe manipulator is 
sufficiently controllable 10 be able 10 determine an 
equilibrium position of an unconstrained inertial object such 
as a mass, thaI the port impedance is nodie, and that its statie 
componenl is such that if its gradient is nonzero then zero 
force defines an unique position-nol a resuictive set of 
assumptions. Thus a general dass of manipulation problems 
have the same basic struetu re as Fig. 4(b). The behavior of a 
mulliaxis impedance·controlled manipulator interacting with 
an admiuance·type environment may be represented by the 
graph shown in Fig . 6, which is a generalization of a Nonon 
equivalent network. Not only does this graph provide a 
compact representation of manipulation. the parallel with the 
standard Norton equivalent network is quite complete: The 
superposition properties of the NOTlon equivalent network 
have been preserved. 

Superposition of Impedances 
The most interesting consequence of the assumptions 

underlying impedance control is that if the dynamic behavior 
of Ihe manipulator is dissected into a set of componenl im
pedances, these may be reassembled by simple addition elJen 
when the beholJio r 0/ any or aff 0/ (he components is 
nonlinear . This is a direct consequence of Ihe assumption that 
Ihe environment is an adminance. Thai adminance sums the 
forces appl i~d 10 it and del~rmines iu motion in response. as 
represented by the one-junction of Fig. 5. The admittance also 
acts 10 sum any imp~dances coupled 10 it. All of the syst~ms 
connect~d tO the one·junction associated wi th the admiuance 
experience the same input velocity; the total force they apply 
tO Ih~ admittance is simply the sum of their individual force 
responses 10 the motion of the environmemal adm iuance. 
Linearity of the impedances is not a consideration. 
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Fig. 1 A bond g"ph equlntent netwon represenlSUon 01 the 
superposition 01 multiple Impedanees eoupled 10 on admlltanee. Each 
eomponen! 01 the t01S1 Impedanee Is "prosented by • genersllzed 
Norton equlvalent netwon. Non.nodle Impedances may be Inetuded In 
thl"ystem by .. ttlng the cornt'pondlng ~h1ualllow souree 10 zero. 

When the manipulator is decoupled from its environment 
the terms in the dynamic equations due to the environmental 
admittance disappear and in principle the manipulator alone 
need exhibit no inertial behavior. In practice Ihe uncoupled 
manipulator still has inertia (albeit nonlinear and con
figuration-dependent). Becaus~ of the inevitab\e inereial 
dynamics of the isolated manipulator Ihe superposition of 
im pedances holds even when Ihe manipulator is uncoupled 
from ils environment as there is always an admina nce to sum 
fortes and impedanc~s. 

This simple observation has many important consequences, 
some of which will be pursued in the subsequenl parts of this 
paper. One which is immediately apparent is that different 
controller actions aimed at simultaneously satisfying different 
task requirements may be superimposed. Each task com
ponent may be repres~nted by a generalized Nonon equiva\ent 
network , but referred to a different node (or virtual position) 
as shown in Fig. 7. Note that any non-nodic component of the 
manipulator behavior may be included in this equivalent 
nelwork by associating il wi th a now source idemically equal 
10 zero and thus the assumption of nodicity made earlier is not 
restrictive. 

Summary 

This paper has presenled a unified approach to 
manipulation termed "impedance contro\." Because by its 
nature manipulation requires mechanical interaccion between 
systems, the focus of the approach is on the characterization 
and control of interaction. To understand interaction con
cepts drawn from bond graph network analysis of dynamic 
systems are useful, panicularly the concepl o f causalilY. By 
assuming thaI no control algorithm may make a physical 
system behave like anything other than a physical SYStem Ihe 
nelwork concepts of bond graphs may be applied to describe 
the way the controller may modify Ih~ behavior of the 
manipulator. Several simple but fundamental observations 
may then be made: Command and conlrol of a vector such as 
pOSition or force is not enough to control dynamic interaclion 
between systems; the controller must also command and 
control a relation between port variab l~s. In the most com
mon case in which the environment is an admittance (e.g .. a 
mass, possibly kinematically constrained) that relation should 
be an impedance, a funclio n, possibly nonlinear, dynamic. or 
even discontinuous . specifying the force produced in response 
tO a motion imposed by the environment. Even more im
portanl. if Ihe environment is an admittance, the tOlal im
pedance coupl~d to it (due to the manipulator or anyt hing 
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else) is expressible as a sum of component impedances, even 
when the components are nonlinear. 

Under a set of reasonable and unrestrictive assumptions the 
interaction port behavior of the manipulator may be 
decomposed into a \lector motion component and an im
pedance component with some of the characteristics of a 
second-rank, twice-covariant tensor. The \lector component 
may be expressed as a virtual trajectory towards which the 
controlled manipulator dynamics are trying tO drive the in
teraction POft. Its sign ificance is that it permits the motion 
and impedance components of the manipulator beha\lior to be 
reassembled by superposition as depicted by the junction 
structure of a generalized Nonon equivalent network. Note 
that no restric tive assumptions of small displacements or 
lineari ty were required. 

Part 1I and 111 of this paper will discUS5 the implementation 
and application of impedance control. 
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This three-port paper presents an approach (0 (he conlrol 0/ dynomic interaetion 
berween 0 manipulator and ils environment. Part I presented [he {heore/ieu' 
reasoning behind impedance contraf. In Pari 11 [he implementation 01 impedance 
conlfol ;$ considered. A feedback contral afgorithm Jor imposing a desired car
tesian impedance on (he end-point 01 Q noniineaf manipulator is presented. This 
algorilhm complelely eliminotes (he lIeed to solve (he "inverse kinemalics problem" 
in rabol motion contral. The modulation of end-point impedance without using 
feedback control is also considered. and it is shown that apparently "redundant" 
actuators and degrees of freedom such as exist in the primate musculoskeletal 
system may be used /0 modulate end-point impedance and may play an essential 
func/ional role in [he control ojdynamic interaction. 

InlroduClio n 

Most successful applications of industrial robots to dale 
have been based on position control, in which the robot is 
treated essentially as an isolated system. However, many 
practical tasks 10 be performed by an indusuial robot or an 
amputee wüh a prosthesis fundamentally require dynamic 
interaction . The work presented in this three-paTi paper is an 
anemptlO define a unified approach to manipulation which is 
suffidently general to control manipulation under these 
circumstances. 

In Part I this approach was developed by starting with th.e 
reasonable postulate that no controller can make th.e 
manipulator appear 10 the environment as anything other 
than a physical system. An impoTiant consequence of 
dynamic interaction between two physical systems such as a 
manipulator and it5 environment i5 that one must phY5ically 
complement the other: Along any degree of freedom, if one is 
an impedance, the other must be an admittance and vice 
versa . 

One of the difficulties of controlling manipulation stems 
from the fact that while the bulk of existing control theory 
applies to linear systems, manipulation is a fundamentally 
nonlinear problem. The familiar concepts of impedance and 
admittance are usually applied 10 linear systems and regarded 
as equivalent and interchangeable. As shown in Part I, for a 
nonlinear system, the distinction between the twO is fun
damental. 

Now, for almost all manipulalOry tasks the environment at 
least contains inercias and kinematic constraints, physical 
systems which accept force inputs and which determine thelt 
motion in response and are properly described as adminances. 
When a manipulator is mechanically coupled to such an 

Comribuled by lhe Dynamit SYllems and Conlrot Di.ision for pubticalion in 
lhe JOU~1'IA.L Of DY1'IAMIC SYSTEMS, MEASUREMEST. ASO C01'lTROL . . \.lanUScriPl 
rcce;.ed by 1he Dynamic Systems amt Conlro l D'yision. JUDe 1983. 
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environment, tO ensure physical compatibility with the en
vironmental admittance, something has 10 give, and the 
manipulator should assume the behavior of an impedance. 

Thus a general strategy for controlling a manipulator i5 to 
control its motion (as in conventional robot control) and in 
addition give it a "disturbance response" for deviations from 
that motion which has the form of an impedance. The 
dynamic interaction between manipulalOr and environment 
may then be modulated, regulated, and controlled by 
changing that impedance. 

This second part of the paper presents some techniques for 
controlling the impedance of a general nonlinear multiaxis 
manipulator. 

Implementalion of Impedance Con trol 

A distinction between impedance control and the more 
conventional approaches to manipulator control is that the 
controller attempts to implement a dynamic relation between 
manipulator variables such as end· point position and force 
rather than juSt control these variables alone. This change in 
perspective results in a simplification of several control 
problems. 

Most of our work tO date [3, 6, 13, 14, 161 has focused on 
controlling the impedance of a manipulator as seen at its 
"port of interaction" with the environment, its end effector. 
A substantial body of literature has been published on 
methods for implementing a planned end effector cartesian 
path [5, 27, 28, 32 , 34, 351. The approach is widely used in the 
control of industrial manipulators and there i5 some evidence 
of a comparable strategy of motion control in biological 
syStems [I, 241. Following the lead from this prior work we 
have invesügated ways of presenting the environment with a 
dynamic behavior which is simple when expre5sed in 
workspace (e .g., Cartesian) coordinates. 
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The lowesl-order term in any impedance is the stalic 
relation between outPUt force and input displacement, a 
stiffness. If, in common with much of the cunent work on 
robot control, we assume actuators capable of generating 
commanded fo rces (or torques), Tact, sensors capable of 
observing actuator position (or angle), 9, and a purely 
kinematic relation (i.e., no structural elastic effects) between 
actuator position and end-point position I, X == L(9), it is 
straightforward to design a f~back control law to im· 
plement in actuator coordinates a desired relation between 
end-point (interface) force, Fint , and position, X. Defining 
the desired equilibrium position fo r the end·point in the 
absence of environmental forces (the virlual position) as Xo, a 
general form for the desired force·position relation is: 

Fint", K(Xo-X1 (I) 

Compute the Jacobian, J(9): 

dX=J(8)d(J (2) 

From the principal of virtual work : 

Tact '" J ' (8)Fint (3 ) 

The required relation in actuator coordinates is: 

Tact == J' «(J)K IXo -L(9)1 (4) 

No restriction of linearity has been placed on the relation 
K [X o - X1 , and the displacement of X from Xo n~ not be 
smalI . Note that in this equation the inverse Jacobian is not 
required. 

Invening the kinematic equations of a manipulator 10 

determine the ti me-hislory of actualor (joint) positions 
required to produce a desired time-history of end-point 
positions has been described as one of the most difficult 
problems in robm control 1281 . For same manipulators (e.g., 
those with nonintersecting wrist joint axes) no explicit (cJosed
form) algebrak solution may be possibJe, However. if KIXo
X] is chosen so as to make the end-point sufficie ntly 
stifl. then a controller which implements equation (4) will 
accomplish Cartesian end-point position control and the need 
tO solve the "inverse kinematics problem" has been com
pletely eliminated. Only the forward kinemalic equalions fo r 

~rouahout Ihi. p"~r. "position" wl!l refer co boch 1000'lion and orien· 
calion. and "force" wi l! rder 10 boch force ~nd moment. 

____ Nomenclalure 

the manipulator need be computed. This is a dircct con. 
sequence of the care which was taken 10 ensure that Ihe 
desi red behavior was compatible with the fundamental 
mechanics of manipulation and was expressed as an im
pedance. 

Another important term in the manipulator impedance is 
the relation between force and ve(ocity. Again, given the 
above assumptions, it is straightforward to dcfine a feedback 
law to implement in actualor coordinates a desired relalion 
between end-point force and end-point veloci ty such as: 

Fint - B[Vo- V] (5) 

From the manipulator kinematics: 

V ::: J(9)w (6) 

The required relation in actualor coordinates is: 

Taet '" J ' (8)B[Vo - J(6)w) (7) 

Again nOte that the relation BIVo - V1 need not be linear and 
that inversion of the Jacobian is not required . 

The dynamic behavioT to be imposed on the manipulator 
should be as simple as possible, but no simpler. The foregoing 
equations take no account or the inenial, frictional, or 
gravitational dynamics of the manipulator. Under some 
circumstances this may be reasonablc, but in many situations 
these effccts cannot be neglecred . To ensure dynamic 
feasibility the choice of the impedance to be imposed should 
bc based on the dominant dynamic behavior of the 
manipulator. The choke is a tradeoff between keeping the 
complexity of the controller within manageable limits while 
ensuring that imposed behavior adequately reflcclS the real 
dynamic behavior of the controlIed system. As a result it 
depends both on the manipulator itself and on the en
vironment in which it operates. For example, a manipulator 
intended for underwater applications will operate in a 
predominantly viscous environment and it may bc rcasonable 
to ignore inertial cffeets. In contrast, a manipulator intended 
for operation in a free-fall orbit will encounter a 
predominantly inert ial environment. For terrestrial ap
plications (which have been the main concern of our work) 
both gravitational and inertial effeets are important. and the 
dominant dynamie behavior is that of a mass driven by 
motion-dependent forces, second order in displacement along 
each degree of freedom. 

h '" generalized momenturn in 
actuator coordinates 

Y 
Z 

:I cl 

"" admillance 
impedance 

'" modulation by command M inertia tensor in end·point p = generalized momentum in 
end·point coordinates SO! 

SI flow soutee 
Se == effort source 

Fext '" external force 
Fint '" interface force 

X := end-point position 
Xo '" commanded (virtual) 

position 
V end·point velocity 

Vo '" commanded(virtual) 
velocity 

KI'] force/displacement rela· 
tion 

BH = force/velocity relation 
I '" aCluator position or angle 
w '" actuator velocity 

L( . ) linkage kinematic equa
tions 

J(I) ::: Jacobian 

coordinates 
m := mass 
I inertia 
t time 

F( 0) = noninertial impedance 
Me environmental inertia 

tensor 
1(1) = inertia tensor in actuator 

coordinates 
C(8,w) 

Y(w) 
S(') 

G{(J,w) 
TacI 
Tint 
Y(' ) 

W(I) 

inertial coupling torques 
'" velocit y-dependent torques 

position-depcndent 
torques 

'" accclerative coupling terms 
acmator force or torquc 

= interface lorques 
'" mobility tensor in actuator 

coordi nates 
mobili ty tensor in end· 
point coordinates 
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H(.) Hamiltonian 
T, Tc, Tl torque 

9c ,BI = absolute joint angle 
'" relative joint angle 

link lengths 
= nel stiffness due to elbow 

muscles 
net stiffness due 10 

shoulder muscles 
Kt = net stiffncss due to two

joi nt muscles 
Kx = stiffness tensor in end· 

point coordinates 
Ko stiffness tensor in jOint 

coordinates 
Ep potential energy 
Ek == kinetic energy 

Ek o ;;: kinetic cocnergy 
>'1 Al '" eigenvalues 
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when (he manipulalOr is deeoupled from its environment 
the term due to the environmental admittance disappears, and 
in principle the manipulator alone need exhibit no mass-like 
behavior. In praclice. the uncoupled manipulator still has 
inertia (albeil nonlinear and configuration-dependent). This 
means that the cont rolled system. both with the manipulator 
coupled [0 and uncoupled from its environment. can be 
represented by an admittance coupled to an impedance as 
shown in Fig. I. 

No physically realisable strategy can eliminate the inertial 
effetts of a manipulator but the apparenl inertia seen at Ihe 
end eff«lor can be modified. The approach we have taken 10 
deal with inertial manipulator behavior is to "mask" the ttue 
non linear inertial dynamics of the manipulator and impose 
simpler dynamics. those of a rigid body. Most manipulatory 
tasks are fundamentally described in relative coordinates, that 
iso in terms of displacements and rotations wilh respecI to a 
workpiece, 1001 or fixture whose locat ion in the workspace is 
not known in advance with certainty . As a result, task 
plannins and execution will be simplified if the end· point 
inertial behavior is modified tO be that of a rigid body with an 
inertia tensor which remains invariant under translation and 
rotation of Ihe cootdinate a.'(es. This is achieved if: 

mOOOOO 

OmOOOO 

OOmOOO 

000/00 

0000/0 

000001 

(8) 

This is the inert ia tensor of a rigid body such as a cube of 
uniform densi lY. This inenia lensor elimi nates the angular 
velocity product terms in Ihe Euler equations for the motion 
of a rigid body [81 and ensures that if the system is at resl Ihe 
applied force and the resulling acceleralion vectors are 
colinear . 

To represenl the dominant second·order behavior of the 
manipulator the noninertial inlerface forces are assumed 10 
depend only on displacement, velocity and time: 

Fint = F(X, V) -: MdV Idl (9) 

If the noninertial behavior 10 be imposed is nodlc. it may be 
written in terms of a displacement from a commanded (time
varying) positi,?n Xo: 

Fint = F(Xo - X, Vo - V) - MdV / dt (10) 

Although thefe may be cases in which coupled nontinear 
viscoelastic behavior is useful, for simplicity the position· and 
velocily.dependent terms may be separated: 

All of Ihe parameters in this expression are implicitly assumed 
tO be funclions of the set of control commands I c l and of 
time. 

This set of assumptions defines a target behavior which 
includes inertial effects. The first two terms are Ihe position· 
and velocity·dependent impedances of equations (I) and (5). 
If the environment is a simple rigid body acted on by uno 
predictable (or merely unpredicted) forces, iu dynamic 
equalions are: 

Me dV Idt = Fe.'(t + Fint (12) 

and the coupled equations of motion for the complete system 
of figure I are: 

(Me+M)dV Idt=K[Xo - XI + BIVo - V) + Fext (13) 

Note that in this case bolh the coupled and uncoupled 
equations for (he system have the same second·ordet form. 

To implement the target behavior of equation (11), one 
approach we have used is 10 express the desired Cartesian 
coordinate impedance in actuator coordinales (the kinematic 
transformations between actuator coordinates and end-point 
coordinates provides sufficient information 10 do this) and 
then use a model of the manipulator dynamics to derive the 
required controller equations. Assuming that the kinematic, 
inertial. gravitational, and frictional eHects provide an 
adequate model of Ihe manipulator dynamics as folIows: 

1(8}d,.,ldt + C( 8,,.,) + V(,.,)+S(I)::Tact+Tinl ( 14) 

an expression for Ihe required aeluator torque as a function of 
actuator position and velocilY and end·point force can be 
derived by straight forward substitution (see Appendix I): 

Tael I{B)J - I (I)M- I K(Xo - L(8)] + 5(8) 

+ I(B)J-I(B)M- 18[Vo -J(B),.,1+ V(,.,) 

+ I(B)J - I(B)M - IFint- J '(8)Fint 

- I(B)J -l (B)G(B,w)+C(B,w) ( 15 ) 

This equation expresses the required behavior 10 be 
provided by the controller as a nonlinear impedance in ac· 
lUator coordinates. It may be viewed as a nonlinear feedback 
law relating aCluator torques to observations of actuator 
position, velocity and interface force. The input (command) 
\'ariables are the desired cartesian position (and velocity) and 
Ihe terms of the desired (possibly nonlinear) cartesian 
dynamic behavior characterized by M, 8[01 and K[o]. 

The feasibility of this approach 10 cartesian impedance 
control has been investigated [6,161 by implementing this 
non linear controllaw tO impose cartesian end-point dynamics 
on a servo-controlled, planar, Iwo·link m«hanism (similar 10 

the nonlinear linkage in a SCARA! robot). A simple analysis 
estimating the computation required to implement this 
controller o n a six-degree·of-frecdom manipulator indicated 
Ihat Ihe computational burden is comparable 10 "exacl" 
approaches to generating forward·path manipulator com· 
mands such as the recursive LaGrangian [17) and Newton· 
Euler [211 methods or the configuration space method (18) . 

[f the interface forces and torques in equations (li) and (I 5) 
are eliminated and the position- and velocity-dependent terms 
reduced 10 linear diagonal forms. this implementation of 
impedance control resembles the resolved acceleration 
method [22). However, unlike the resolved acceleration 
melhod. the im pedance control algorithm presented above is 
based on desired end-point behaviour which may be chosen 
rationally using approaches such as Ihe oplimisation 
technique presented in Pari 111 . Furthermore. the impedance 
contro! algorithm includes terms for coping with external 
"disturbances. " Without the eXlernal "disturbance" terms 
(which have no counterpart in the resolved acceleration 
algorithm) the manipulator is not capable of controlled 

Fint :: K[Xo - X] + 8[Vn - V1 - MdV Idt (11) "'""!Sell:(li"~ Comp[iance Anemb[y Robel Arm [231. 
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mechanical interaction with its environment. Note also that 
the above approach to defining the controller equations is not 
restricted tO commanded linear bchavior and can be applied 
equally weil tO achieve the more general coupled nonlinear 
behavior of equation (9). 

It is not c1aimed that the above algorithm is the only way tO 
achieve a desired end-point impedance. It is presented here 
only tO demonstrate that a controllaw capable of modulating 
the end-point impedance of a manipulator may be for
mulated. The controller of equation (15) was designed by a 
technique which is similar to pole-placement methods [31] in 
that the desired behaviour and a model of the actual 
behaviour of the manipulator were compared algebraicallY 10 
derive the controller equations. In common with most ap
proaches tO manipulalOr control the approach is based on a 
model which ignored many aspects of real manipulator 
performance, panicularly the dynamics of the actuators and 
the transmission system. Furthermore, like many other ap
proaches the method assumes that the Jacobian is invertible. 

This technique iso of course. only one possible approach tO 
the design of a controller for implementing a desired canesian 
impedance, and. if one may draw from linear systems design 
eltperience without overstretching the analogy tO pole
placements metIIods. it is not even likely to bc the best. Other 
approaches to controller design such as the model-referenced 
adaptivecontrol method ]9] will probably be useful. 

Impedance Modulation Wilhout Feedback 

Modulalion of end-point impedance using feedback 
strategies is not the only way 10 control the dynamic behavior 
of a manipulator, nor is it always the best. This is particularly 
evident in a biological system . One of the most distinctive 
featu res of the primate neural control system is the 
unavoidable delay associated with neural transmission. The 
shorresl time for information 10 get from pcripheral sensors 
(e.g .. in the muscles or skin) in the human arm to the higher 
levels of the central nervous system (e.g" Ihe cortex) and back 
tO the actuators of the arm is 70 milliscconds, and loop 
transmission delays of 100 to 1 SO mil1iseconds are typicaI129). 
This problem is further exacerbated if significant corn
putation is required (the response time 10 a visual stimulus is 
somewhere between 200 and 250 milliseconds). The er· 
fectiveness of feedbac k control in the prescnce of a delay of 
Ihis magnitude is severely limited. panicularly in dealing with 
lasks involving dynamic interaction. Yet primates excel at 
controlling dynamic interactions; How do they do that? 

One alternative to feedback which we have explored i5 the 
use of redundancies: "excess" actuators or "excess" skeletal 
degrees of freedorn. From a purely kinematic slandpoint the 
neuromuscular system is mulliply redundant. For example, 
the kinematic chain connecting the wrist joint to the chest 
(c1avicle. scapula. humerus, radius and ulna) has considerably 
more degrees of freedom than those required 10 speci fy the 
position (and orientation) of the hand in canesian coor· 
dinates. These skeletal redundancies can serve 10 provide a 
measure of control over the inertial component of the end
point dynamics. 

In considering the apparent inertial bchaviour of the end
point it is useful to rernember that an inertia is fundamentally 
an adrnittance; flow (velocity) is determined as a response to 
impressed effort (force). Dealing with kinernatic redundancy 
is considerably simplified if the constitutive equations are 
wrinen as a relation determining generalised velocity, w, (e.g.: 
the velocities of the manipulator joints) as a function of 
generalized momenturn, h: 

(01'" Y(8)h (16) 

Y(8) is the inverse of the more commonly used inertia tensor, 
and to help distinguish the two, Ihe term "mobility" is 
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suggested . The elementS of the mobiJity tensor in general will 
depend on the manipulator configuration. 

At any given configuration, the kinematic transformations 
between joint angles and end·point coordinates define not 
only the relations between generalized displacements, nows 
and effortS in the tWO coordinate frarnes, (see eQuations (2). 
(3), and (6» they also define the relation between the 
generalised momenta in joint coordinates. h. and end-point 
coordinates. p, through the Jacobian (see Appendix 11): 

h =J'(8)p (17) 

Consequently. the mobility tensor in end-point coordinates 
W(8) is related tO the mobility in joint coordinates Y(8) a5 
folIows: 

V'" W(8)p 

W(8) = J(8) Y(8)J ' (8) 

(18) 

(19) 

The physical meaning of the end.point mobility tensor is that 
if the system is at rest (zero velocity) then a fo rce vector 
applied 10 the end-point causes an acceleration vec[Qr (nOt 
necessarily co-linear with the applied force) which is obtained 
by premultiplying the force vector by the mobility tensor (see 
Appendix 11). 

Note that the Jacobian in the above equation need not be 
square. and Ihat the end'point mobility i5 configuration 
dependent. As a result, redundant degrees of freedom can be 
used to modulate the end-poi nt mobiJity. Consider the 
si mplified three-link model of the primate upper extremity 
(arm, forearm and hand, each considered 10 be rigid bodies, 
linked by simple pin-joints) moving in a plane as shown in 
Fig. 2. For simplicity, assume the links are rods of uniform 
density with lengths in the ratio of 1: 2: 3. 

Any reallinkage such as the skeleton is a generalised kinelic 
energy storage system. Kinetic energy is always a quadratic 
form in momenlum: 

Ek= l/:h'Y(8) h (20) 

Thus the locus of deviations of the generaliscd momenturn 
fro m zero for which the kine1ic energy is constanl is an 
ellipsoid, the "ellipsoid of gyration" (33). It graphically 
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Table I Variation of apparent end-point mass with linkage 
configuration 

Distal link 
orienlation 
(degrees) 

90 
III 
180 

EFFective mass 
XI-di rection 

Ikgm) 
0.322 
0.568 
1.824 

EFfecth·e mass 
X: ·direction 

(kgm) 
1.823 
0.568 
0.323 

link lengths: I. 2. 3 meters: linear density: I kgm/ m 

represents the directional propenies of the mobility tensor. 
The eigenvalues of the symmetric mobility t~nsor.define the 
size and shape and the eigenvectors the onentatlon of the 
ellipsoid of gyration (see Appendix 11). An ellipsoid of 
gyration can be associated with the mobility tens.or in any 
coordinate frame, e.g., end-point coordinates (see Fig. 2(a». 

Figures 2{b) through 2(d) show the profound effen on the 
ellipsoid of gyration of changes in arm configuration while 
keeping Ihe posit ion of the end-point fixed. The inertial 
resistance 10 a force applied radially inward toward the 
shoulder (vertically downward in Ihe figure) changes by 
almost a factor of six as the hand rotates through ninety 
degrees (see Table I). In the configuration of Fig. 2(d) the 
applied force has to accelerate all three lin"ks; in that of Fig. 
2(b) it primarily has 10 acceierale Ihe distal link. Clearly, 
kinematic redundancies in a linkage provide a vehicJe for 
changing Ihe way the end-point will reacl to external 
dis turbances without recourse tO feedback strategies. 

As an aside, an alternative representation of inertial 
behavior is via the ellipsoid of inertia [331. Asada [41 has 
suggested its use as a too.l for designing robot mechanisms. 
However, the ellipsoid of gyration is the more fundamen tal 
representation; it is readily obtained even when the Jacobian 
of the linkage is noninvertible. Also, while the matrix Y(6) 
may never have zero eigenva!ues, (assuming real lin ks with 
nonzero mass) the matrix W(8) may, because of the 
kinematics of the linkage. Ir the ineniaJ behavior of the tip is 
wrillen in the conventional (impedance) form: 

p =M(8)V (21 ) 

there exist loeations in the workspace for which the eigen
values of the tensor M(6) become infinite. Thus the end-point 
inertia tensor ca n not be defined fOT some linkage con
figurations. On the other hand the worst the eigenvalues of 
W(8) will do is go tO zero, which is easier tO deal with com
putational!y. Again, areminder of the factthat the differente 
between impedance and admiuance is fundamental. 

Impedance Modulation Using Actualor Redundancies 

It is also possible to modulate the pOSition- and velocity
dependent components of end.point impedanee without 
feedback by exploiting the intrinsic properties of the ae
lUators, and again apparent redundancies are useful. 
Although a muscle is by no means thermOdynamically 
conservative, it exhibits a statie relation between force and 
length (for any given fixed level of neural input) sim ilar tO 
that of a meehanical spring, i.e., oni! which permits the 
definition of a potential fu nction analogous tO elastic energy. ) 
Muscle force also exhibits a dependence on velocity similar to 
a mechanical damper. It has been shown thatthe mechanieal 
impedance of a single muscle may be modulated by neural 
com mands both in the presence and in the absence of neural 
feedback [7, 11, 12,25,261. Simultaneously activating two or 
more muscles which oppose each other across a joint is one 
strategy which permits impedance 10 be modulated in
dependent of joint tOrque [15. 20). (This is what happens, fo r 

'"'"T"Curiously, Ihe force/ lenglh bchaviour of mosl mU$ctes is such Ihal Ihe co· 
enern integral is nOI dtfi ned and Ihus no compliance form is ddinablc [29J: 
.l.1usctes are im~danc. s. nOI admillances. 
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example, when one tenses the muscles of the arm without 
moving; the impedance of the limb increases.) 

There are also considerably more skeletal muscles than 
joints, even beyond the antagonist pairing required tO permil 
unidirectional muscle force 10 produce bidirectional jOint 
lorques. For example, the torque flex ing the el bow joint (one 
of the simpler joints in the primate upper extremity) is 
generated by brachialis, brachioradialis. bieeps capitus brevis. 
and biceps capilUs longus. Does this complexity serve any 
purpose? If the control of end-point impedance of the limb 
without feedback is considered it will seen Ihat these apparenl 
aetualor redundancies may have a functional role to play [13]. 

Consider the simplified two·link model of the primate 
upper limb (forearm and hand treate~ as a single rigid body, 
pin-jointed 10 the upper arm) moving in a horizontal plane as 
shown in Fig. 3. [n the absence of feedback, the stat ic 
component of the tOlal end-point impedance will solely be due 
to the spring-like propenies of the individual muscles. For 
each muscle, a potential function may be defined. and the 
combined effect of multiple muscles is 10 define a total 
potential function (which could be determined by adding the 
potential functions of the individual muscles). The lotal 
potential al any point Is invariant under coordinate trans
formations and the total potential function may be expressed 
in any coordinate system by direct substitution. 

Now, for simplicity, assume that the relations between 
muscle force and length and muscle length and joint rotation 
result in a linear torque/angle relation for each muscle. First 
consider the monoarticular (single-joint) musc!es which 
generate IOrques about only a single joint: their combined 
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effeet is 10 define a diagonal stiffness tensor in relative 
angular coordinates: 

[T' ] = [KS 0] [P, ] 
T! 0 Ke p! 

(22) 

Each of the terms Ks and Ke may vary. For example, the 
stiffness about the human elbow can vary from about 1 
Nm/ rad. tO more than 200 Nm/ rad [20, 36) . 

When Ihis stiffness tensor is expressed in end-point 
coordinates, because of the dislOrtion due tO the nonor
thogonality of the kinematic transformations the end-point 
stiffness will no longer be diagonal, butlhe range of end-point 
stiffnesses which could be achieved without feedback using 
monoarticular muscles 10 change Ks and Ke is quite restricted. 
This is readily seen in the shape of the potential function 
corresponding 10 this stiffness. For small displacemems the 
potential funclion is a quadratic fo rm and its isopotential 
contOU TS are ellipsoids wh ich graphically represent the 
direetional character of the stiffness tensor (see Fi g. 3(a». 

To illustrate the nature of the problem, suppose it were 
desired tO have Ihe end-point equally stiff in all direclions. 
This would correspond tO a potential funetion with circular 
isopolentials. However, given only single joint muscles , 
throughout the useful workspace a potential function wit h 
circular isopolentiaJs can nOI be achieved. FOT example, 
assuming links of equal length and joint ranges of 0 10 90 
degrees for the shoulder and 0 to 180 degrees for the elbow, a 
necessary o.::ondi tion 10 aehieve ci rcular isopotentials is only 
salisfied al one point (point p in Fig. 3(b )) on the boundary of 
the workspace (see Appendix 111). This is because tO speci fy a 
symmelric second-rank tensor such as stiffness in twO 
dimensions requires three parameters and the monoarticular 
muscles provide only two. 

However, the biomeehanical system abounds with 
polyart icular muscles - muscles which generale IOrques aboul 
more than one joint. The biceps and triceps muscles o f the 
upper arm cross both the elbow joint and the shoulder joint 
and provide a mechanical coupling between shoulder and 
elbow rotat ions which radieally increases the range of stiff
nesses wh ich may be achieved without feedback. 

For simplicity assume the same linear relation between 
muscle-generaled torque and angle for both joints. Now, 
incJ uding the two-joint muscles, the stiffness tensor in relative 
joint angle coordinates will have off-diagonal terms: 

[
KHKI KI] [p,] 
Kr Ke+Kt p! 

(23) 

The term Kf represents the contribution of Ihe (wo-joint 
muscles and, like Ke and Ks, it may vary . Now suppose again 
that it is desired to have the end-point equally stiff in all 
di rections. As a resutt of the two-joint muscles, as shown in 
Appendix 111 , a potential field with circular isopotentials 
could be achieved without feedback (by varying Ke, Ks. and 
Kr) throughout a much targer region in the workspace (region 
R in Fig. 3(c)). In effect, the (wO-joi nt muscles provide a third 
parameter with which 10 modulate the sliffness tensor. Note 
that this is not peculiar to the specific seI of simplifying 
assumptions made above: In general. the availability o f 
polyarticular muscles dramatically increases the range of end
point impedances which could be achieved without feedback . 

The pOint of this discussion is 10 demonstrate Ihat im
pedance control is possible without depend ing on feedbac k 
strategies , by using 10 adva ntage (he intrinsic behavior of the 
manipulator " hardware." Apparent redundancies in the 
musculoskeletal system, which are frequently seen as 
presenting a coordination problem which the biological 
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cont roller has tO solve, may in fact represent a solution tO a 
~)foble~: Ihey may playa functional role in cont rolling [he 
mterac ~ lOn between the lim b and the envi ronment during 
dynam lc events sufficient ly rapid 10 li mit the effectiveness of 
feedbac k contro!. 

Summary 

In this part of (he paper, techniques for implementing a 
desired impedance on a manipulator were considered. 
Feedback control algorithms for impasi ng Cartesian im
pedances up to second order on a general nonlinear 
manipulator were presented. Because care was taken 10 ask 
fo r a manipulator behaviour which is compatible with the 
fundamental mechanics of manipulation, (as out lined in Part 
I) the need 10 solve the "inverse kinematic$ problem"
generally regarded as fundamentalto all robot control - was 
circumvented. 

Techniques for modulating the end-poi nt impedance of a 
manipulalOr wil hout recourse tO feedback were also 
disc ussed. MUltiple actuators and " excess" linkage degrees of 
freedom mayaiso be used to modulate end-point impedance 
and it is suggested that the apparen! redundancies in the 
primate musculoskeletal system may in fact play an essential 
functional role in controlling interactive behavior. The 
hypothesis that impedance modulation is one of the 
prominent strategies of natural movement control provides 
Ihe molivation for a research project to develop a cyber
netically controlIed prosthesis which will give an amputee the 
ability to change its impedance at will [21. 

The modulation of end-point impedance without feedback 
mayaiso be important fo r industrial robolS. Feedback loop 
transmission delays are not just a biological problem: It is 
widely recognized that computation time is one of (he limiting 
faCIOrs in the design of robot controllers. It could be argued 
thai as computation becomes cheaper and faster, this problem 
will disappear , but one reasonable way of describing 
mani pulation is as aseries of "collisions" with objects in the 
environment [10]. During a coll ision dynamic evenu take 
place extremely rapidly and ony feedback controller may 
encounter diffieu lt ies . Control of dynamic interaction 
without feedback i5 an interesting alternative and is currently 
under investigalion [19] . 

A feature of impedance control is that differe nt controller 
actions (aimed at satisfying different task requirements) may 
be super imposed. FOT exa mple, suppose that a desired end
point position- and \'elocity-dependenl behaviour is im
plemented on a manipulator using a feed back contro! strategy 
as outli ned above in equations (4) and (7). At the same time 
kinematic redundancies in the manipulator are used tO 
modulate Ihe end-point mobility. At any given end-point 
position, X, (which is determinable from Ihe configuralion, 9) 
the manipulator configuation may be chosen tO besl ap
proximale a desired inertial behaviour (for example, the 
mobili ty normal tO a kinematic constraint sur face may be 
maximised). This configuration may then be used in the 
feedback law which implements the position- and velocity
dependenl behaviour. As the equations never require ·in
version of the Jacobian, they can be applied tO a manipulator 
with kinematic redundancies. Note thai this approach 10 end
point control in Ihe presence of kinematic redundancies is 
sign ificantly different from the use of a generalised 
pseudoinverse [35]. 

Part 111 of Ihis paper will discuss the applicalion of im
pedance contro!. 
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APPENDIX I 

A Nonlinear Feedback Law for Impedance Control 
Assume that the desired end-point behavior to be imposed 

on lhe manipulator is given by: 

MdVldl-8[Vo -Vl-K[Xn - Xl = Fint 

Assume that an adequate model of the manipulator dynamics 
is: 

1(8)dw/dr + C(8,w) + V(wj + 5(8):: Tact + Tint 

In lhis equation, 1(8) is Ihe configuration.dependent inertia 
tensor for the manipulator, C(8,w) are Ihe inertial coupling 
lerms (due tO eenlrifugal and coriolis aceeleralions), V{w) 
includes any velocity-dependent forces (e.g., frictional) and 
5(8) includes any static configuration-dependent forces {e.g., 
gravitationalj. Any actualor dynamics have been neglected. 
The aCluator forces (or torques) Taet are assumed to be the 
conlTol inpullO the manipulator. 

The equation for the desired behavior may be regarded as a 
speeification of the desired end-point acceleration which is to 
result from an external force impressed on the manipulator 
admitla nce. 

dV ld/=M - t K[Xo - X[ +M - tBIV o - VJ +M - 1Fint 

The corresponding acceleration in actuator coorctinates is 
oblained by differentiating Ihe kinemalie Iransformations. 

dV Id/ ::J{8)dwldl+ G(8,w) 

where 

G(8,wj:: [d[J(8)w] /d8]w 

dw/dl::J - \ (8)[dV Idr- G(8,w)] 

Each of the impedance terms in Ihe desired end-point 
behavior may be expressed in actuator coordinates using the 
kinemalic Irans formations 

K[Xo - X] = K[Xo - L(8)] 

BIVo - V] "" BIV o - J(8)w] 

For the purposes of controller design, each of these lerms may 
be regarded as a component of a desired feedback law relating 
the control input Tact tO lhe variables 8, wand Fint. which are 
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assumed tO be accessible measu rements. The complete control 
law is obtained by substitution. 
Tact Ile)J . 1 (e)M " K[ Xo - L(e)[ + SIe) (position terms) 

+ l(e)J - I (e)M " I 8(Vo - J (e)1oI1 + V(IoI) (velocity terms) 

+ l(e)J - I (e)M " 1 Fint -J'(e)Fint (force terms) 

_ f(elJ - 1(elG( e,bI) + C(9,bI) (inertial coupling terms) 

Note that although this equation does require the inverse 
Jacobian, it does not require inversion of the kinematic 
equations. Only the forward kinematic equations need be 
compUled. This will be imponam for those manipulators for 
which no e:l:plicit algebraic (closed form) solution to the in
verse kinematic equations exists. 

APPENDIX IJ 

Generalized Inertial Syslems and Ihe Mobllity Tensor 
Any mechanieal linkage is a generalized inertial system. The 

defining propen)' of an inertial system is llS ability lO store 
kinetic energy, defined as the integral of (generalizedl velocilY 
with resptCt to (generalized) momentum [8] . AI any con
figuration defined by the generalited coordinates the kinetic 
energy is 01 quadratic form in (generalized) momentum. 

Ek = If:h' y(e)h 

From Hamihon 's equations pO], the (generalized) velocity is 
the moment um gradient of the kinetic energy. 

H(h,e) = Ek(h.S) 

deldt==w= VhH = Y(S)h 

Kinetic energy is commonly confused with kinetic coenergy. 
The two are nOt identical and are related by a Legendre 
transform [8]. 

Ek' =",'h - Ek=w'y - Iw - '1: 101 ' y - I yy - I", 

Ek' = V: ",' y - I (e)1oI = V:w' l(e)1oI 

At any configuration kinetie coenergy is a quadratic form in 
(generOllited) vclocity and its velocity gradient is Ihe 
(generalized) momentum (8]. 

h .. f(e)1oI 

For a generalized inertial system, Y is a symmetric, twice
contravariant tensor. To distinguish it from its inverse, the 
inertia lensor I, (Symmetrie, twiee-covariant) Y will be termed 
[he mobility tensor. 

A knowledge of the geometrie relation between coordinate 
frames is sufficient tO trans form any tensor from one frame 
10 another. As the joint angles ar~ a seI of generalized 
coordinates, for any configuration of the linkage of Fig. 2 the 
end-point coordinates are related to Ihe joint angles via the 
kinematic transformations. 

x = L(e) 

Differentiating these transformations yields the relation 
between velocities (at an~ given configuration). 

dXldt"" V ", J(9)w 

J (e) in these equalions is (he configura tion-de~ndent 
Jacobian. As the coordinate transformation does nOt store, 
dissipale or generate energy, inc'remental changes in energy 
are the same in 0111 coordinate frarnes. This yields the relation 
between forces in each coordinate frame. 

iiEp== T ' de", F' dX :. F' J(e)de 

At any given configuration 

T=J '( 9)F 

The same approach yields Ihe relation between the 
momenta in each coordinate frame. 
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dEk=dh' 101 = dp' V = dpJ(e)1oI 

At any given configuration 

h - J'(e)p 

These relations rnay be used tO e:l:press the mobility in end
point coordinates. 

V = JIoI=JYJ ' p 

Denoting the end·point mobility by W{e) 

W(e)=JYJ' 

V= W(61p 

The physical meaning of the mobility tensor is that if ehe 
system is al resl an applied force will produce an acceleration 
eq ual to Ihe force veClOr premultiplied by the mobility tensor. 
At rest, deI dl '" 0 and hence: 

dV ld/== JloIldl 

d",ldt= Ydh ldl 

From the general ized Hamiltonian []O]: 

dh / d/=T - v .H 

At rest. h = 0 hence H(h,e) _ Ek _ 0 and V . H _0. Thus: 

dh/dr =T 

dVldt=JYJ'F=WF 

As the mobility tensor is symmetrie il may be diagonalized 
by rotaling the coordinate axe$ 10 coincide with i[s eigen. 
vectors. A fo rce applied in the dircction of an eigenvector 
(when the system is al rest) results in an acceleration in the 
same direction equal to the applied force multiplied by the 
corresponding eigenvalue. The eigenvalues represent the 
inverse of the apparent mass or inertia seen by the applied 
force or lorque. 

Because the kinetic energy is a quadratic form in 
momentum, it may be represented graphically by an ellipsoid 
(See Fig. 2), Ihe ellipsoid of gyration [)]I. This may be 
though[ of as the set of all momenta which produce the same 
kinetic energy (an isokinetic contour in momentum space). 
The lengths of the principal axes of the ellipsoid of gyration 
are inversely proportional 10 Ihe square roots of the eigen. 
values, proportional 10 the square roOls of !he associated 
apparent mass or inertia. The long direction of the ellipsoid of 
Fig. 2 i5 the dircction of the greatest apparent inertia. 

In the general case when the system is not at rest the relation 
betwe.:n applied for ce and resulting motion is (i n general) 
nonlinear and must be wriuen in terms of 01 complete seI of 
state equations for the inertial system. A convenient set o f 
stOlle variables are the Hamiltonian states, generalized 
position (e.g., e) and generalized momentum (h). The state 
and outPUt equalions are in the fo rm of generalized ad
miltance (see Part I) as folIows. 

StaU": equations: 

dh ldr == - v .[VIh' y(e) h] +J' (e)F 

dBl dl = v .[V:h' Y(9lhl = Y(S)h 

Output equations (pOSition and velodty): 

X==L(e) 

v:. J(e) Y(e)h 

APPENDIX 111 

Eneel of Acmator Redundancy on Range of Feasible SliH· 

"'" 
The differential Sliffness tensor in relative joint angle 

coordi nates I P, ,Pl I due to !he combined stiffnesses of 
monoarticular actuators, Ks. Ke and biartieular aCluators Kr, 
is: 
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[T'] = [KHK' K, ] [p, ] 
T! Kl Ke+Kt p! 

The transformation from relative joint angle coordinates 
I PI ,Pl [10 absolute joint angle coordinates 101 ,8! I 1$: 

Hence the stiffness tensor in absolute joint angle coordinates 
i5: 

[ 

Ks+KI 

K, 

[ 

Ks+Ke 

- K, 

~] 
- K, ] 

KI+Ke 

The differential transformation from absolute joint angle 
coordinates 181,8" J 10 Cartesian end-point coordinates 
I XI,X:1 i5: 

[
dX, ] 

dX! 

dX Jd' 
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Ta achieve an isotropie end-point sliffness (for which the 
corresponding pOlcnlial funclion will havc circular 
isopotemials) its eigenvalues must be equal. FOT simplicity 
assume each eigenvalue i5 unity. 

Kx=\ 

The corresponding stiffness tensor in absolute angle coor· 
dinates is: 

Ko= J' KxJ=J' J 

L I L: COS(O: -O ,, ] 

L l ! 

Ta achieve an isotropie end·point stiffness it is necessary for 
the actual joint coordinate stiffness to equal the desired joint 
coordinate stiffness. Assuming L I =L ~ = 1 it can be seen that 
in the absence of biartieular aCtualOrs, Le., Kt =O, this 
condition is not salisfied except at: 

point p in figure 3b. In contrast, given bi-artieular actuators, 
i.e., Kt~O, isotropie stiffness can be achieved througho Ui the 
region R in Fig. 3(c) defined by: 

9O· < (J~-(J l < 180· 
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Impedance Control: An Approach 
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This Ihree-part paper presents a unllied approach 10 Ihe control 01 a manipulator 
applicable lolree motions, kinematicafly constrained mOIions, and dynamic in
leraction between the manipulator and its environment. In Part I the approach was 
developed /rom a consideralion 0/ the /undamental mechanics 0/ manipulation. 
Part 11 presented lechniques/or imp!ementing a desired manipulator impedance. In 
Par/1I1 a techniquefor choosing {he impedance appropriate 10 a gilien applicalion 
using optimi1.alion theory is presented. Based on a simp/ijied analysis it is shown 
that i/ the task objective is 10 /radeol/ inter/ace lorces and motion errors, Ihe 
manipulator impedance should be proportional tO the environmental admiuance. 
An application 0/ impedance contra! 10 unconslra;ned motion is presented. The 
superposition propeNies 01 nonlinear impedances are used /0 delie!op areal-time 
feedback COntra! algorifhm which permits a manipulator 10 alioid unprediclably 
moving objects wifhoUl explicit PDlhplanning. 

Inlroductio n 

The work presented in this three-part paper is an attempt to 
define an approach to manipulation which is sufficiently 
general tO be applied both to the control of free motions and 
to the control o f dynamic interaction between a manipulator 
and its environment. In Pan I it was shown from a con
sideration of the mechanics of interaction that a general 
strategy is 10 control the motion of the manipulator and in 
addition cont rol its dynam ic behavior: controlling a vector 
quantity such as force or position alone is inadequate. To be 
compalible with the mechanics of an environment which in 
general will contain constrained inenial objecls, the 
manipulator should ex hibit the behavior of an impedance. It 
was also shown in Part I that for a broad class of nonlinear 
manipulators (basically those capable of positioning an 
unconstrained inertial object) the rela tion betw~en the 
commanded motions and the commanded dynamic behavior 
could be represented by a generalized Nonon equivalent 
nelwork. 

In Part 11 the implementation of a desired manipulator 
impedance either using a feedback strategy or using the in
trinsic mechanics of the manipulator was discussed. We now 
turn to a consideration of a method for chaosing an ap
propriate manipulator impedance. In this , the Norton 
equivalent network representation will prove to be of some 
value. We will also show how the superposition property of 
impedances leads to a simplification o f a problem in 
manipulator control . 

Comribuled by lhc Dynlmk SySlems and Conl rol Di~i1ion far publicalion in 
lh~ JOUIlNAl OF DVN AMIC SV!Tl.IoU, MU.lll1llJ;.IoIENT. AND CONTIlOl . Manus<:ripl 
recci~cd by lhe Dynamlc SY51ems and Comro! Di~lsion . June 1983 . 
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Choosing an Appropriate Impedance 

Thc manipulator impedance appropriate for a given 
situation depends on the lask 10 be performed. In most 
ma nipu]atory tasks Ihere is a tradeofr 10 be made belween 
allowable interface fortes and allowable devialions from 
desired motians. Whether il has been ralionally chosen or not, 
thc manipulator impedance specifies a relation between in
terface fortes and imposed mOIions. I f the Iradeoff implicil in 
the task is expressed as a performance index 10 be maximized 
c r minimized which is a function of Ihe interface forces and 
motions then the impedance appropriate for that task may be 
determined using optimization Iheory (10). 

Because a general dass of nonlinear manipu lators can be 
Tepresented by a generalized NOTton equivalent network as 
shown in Fig. I, considerable insighl into manipulation can be 
gained by considering analogous (but simpler) systems with 
the same Nonon network slructure. Assurne a manipulator 
interacts with a passive environment (no active eneTgy source 
terms). For simplicity, consider a single degree-of.freedom 
and assurne that both the manipulator impedance a nd the 
environmental admiuance are simple linear dissipative 
elements. This simplified linear system has the same b.asic 
structure as a more general multiple degree·of-freedom 
nonlinear manipula tOr interacting wit h an envi ronmental 
admiltance. The following equations relate the port variables: 

v • 
F -
V -
F -

YF 

Z(Vo - V) 

YZVo/(1 + YZ) 

ZVo/( 1 + YZ) 

( I ) 

(2) 

(1) 

(4) 

Now assume Ihat one task is 10 minimize the transmission of 
power into Ihe environmental admitlance. Express this as an 
objective function tO be optimized: 
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BONDS AEPAESENT VECTDA DUANT I TIES 

ENVIAONMENTAL. 
AQMITTANCE 

o ""'====jl ' . " . '(cl 

I , (,) 

CONTAOL.L.ED 
MANIPUL.ATOR 

Fig. 1 A bondllrlph equlvll'nt netwo!'tl rtpru'ntillon 01 In Im· 
ped,ne.conlroU'd mlnlpulltor Intlraellng wlth I n Invironm'ntal 
admlUlnel. Elch bond repr .. lnll • vletor 01 powlr now. Ilong 
multiple deg ..... ollrltdom. Thl bond grlph lor the mlnlpulator I, • 
genlrlUlld Horten .qulnllnt nllwo!'tl. 

Objective: maximize P = FV where P= power transmiued 

P = YZ2 Vo 1 / (1 + YZ) ! (5) 

Maximizing the power transmiued requires the commanded 
mOIion Vo to be maximized, 0 1' the commanded impedance Z 
10 be maximized. Maximizing wilh respecl 10 the admittance 
Y yields an equali ty condition: 

ZY=I (6) 

Zmanipulator = Zenvironment (7) 
The first IWO conditions state essentially Ihat Ihe machine 
shou ld operate on Ihe boundaries of ils performance en
velope. The third condition states that (after the first two 
conditions have been satisfied) the machine and environment 
impedances should be malched. This is a familiar result and is 
a design rule of greal versatility, applieable in any situation in 
whieh a souree is 10 imparl maximum power to a load. Its 
applicability 10 robotie transport tasks has reeendy been 
shown [191. 

For manipulation, another common task is to minim izc 
deviations from desired motions while simultaneously 
minimizing interface forces. Assume Ihis obj«tive may be 
expressed as folIows: 

Obj«tive: minimi.te Q=P( VO - Jl)l +f1 (8) 

p is a weighting coefficient specifying an allowable tradeoff 
between interface forces and motion errors. Rewriting (he 
objeclive using equations (3) and (4): 

Q=(p+Zl)Vol/(1 + YZ) ! (9) 

Minimizing this obj«tive requires the commanded motion Vo 
to be minimized 01' the environmental admittance Y tO be 

No m en clalure 

maximized, IWO physically reasonable eonditions. Minimizing 
with respect 10 the commanded impedance yields the 
following equality condition: 

Z -py=o (10) 

0' 

Zmanipulator .. p Yenvironment (11) 

This condi tion may be eonsidered as a designer's "rule o f 
thumb" for manipulation, analogous to the impedance 
matching rule applieable to power transmission: "Make the 
manipulator impedance proponional to the environmental 
adminance." If the environment is unyielding (Iow ad
mittance), the manipulator should accommodate Ihe en
vironment (low impedance); if the envi ronment offers lillie 
resistance (high admittance), the manipulator may impose 
mollon upon it (high impedanct). 

Although these results were obtained using an extreme 
si mplification of the mechanics of manipulation, this simple 
static analysis captures the essence of the imeraction belween 
manipulator and environment, and yields an imuitively 
salis fying resull: that manipulation (at least insofar as it is 
modeled by the eost function of equation (8» and power 
transmission are fundamentally conflicting task require
ments. In view of the facl thai a manipulator must be ver
satile-i! may be called upon to transmit power in one phase 
of a working cycle (e.g., transport a workpiece as fast as 
possible) and manipulate at another (e.g. , assemble the 
workpiece tO another) - a eontrollable mechanical impedance 
is imperative. 

The simple analysis presented above demonstrates that the 
tradeoff implicit in the specification of mOSt manipulatory 
tasks may be mapped directly onto a statement about the 
manipulator impedance. ThaI analysis was purely statie: 
algebraie equations related the port variables, not differential 
equations. In the fo llowing a method is presented fo r 
determining an appropriate impedance in a simple dynamic 
case. 

Assume that the end·poi nt inertial behavior of the 
manipulator has been modified to be that of a rigid body 
using (for example) the t«hnique outlined in Part 11. The 
nodic (noninenial) interface forces ean be represented by a 
generalized Norton equivalent network as shown in Fig. land 
are assumed tO depend only on the displacement (and its rate 
of change) from a commanded time·varying (vinual) 
position, wilh the displacement- and velocily-dependent terms 
assumed to be separable. The dynamic equations fo r the 
interaction port behavior are: 

Fint : K(Xo - XI + BIVo - VI - MdV / dt (12) 

The environment will be assumed to be a rigid workpi«e 

p = power Iransmitted 
y admiuance Q • obj«tive function I - time 
Z = impedance p weighting eoefficient k = Sliffness 
SI now source Fint = interface fo rce b = viseosity 
S, = effort source Fext external force m - mass 

:jcl modulation by command Ki ol force/displacement rela- m • • manipulator mass 

'" tion m, = environmental mau 
V. = com manded (vinual) 81°1 = force/velocilY relation S = strengt h of Gaussian 

velocity M inertia tensor in end'point random process 
V = velocity coordinates • Dirac delta fu nction 

Xo = comma nded (vinual) M, envi ronmental inertia H = Pontryagin funclion 
position tensor )..1 A! Al = LaGrange multipliers 

X position Ptol = force tolerance Ejol - expectation operator 
F force Xtol position tolerance Overbar also denotes exp«taüon 
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ad«! on by unpredictable (or merely unpredicted) forces. Its 
dynamie eQuations are: 

MedVl dt==Fext + Fint ( 13) 

Both the isolaled manipulator (rint = 0) and Ihe coupled 
system have the behavior of a mass driven by motion
dependent forces. The dynamic equations of the coupled 
system are: 

(Me +M)dV I dt = K[Xo - Xl + BIVo - Vj + Fext (14) 

A further si mplifieation is 10 assume that the position
dependent terms are curl-free ' . A potential function is then 
definable which i5 analogous [0 Stored elastie energy. A 
similar set of assumptions permit the velocity-dependent 
termsto be described as a dissipative potential neid. Finally, 
[he elastie and viscous terms will be assumed linear. 

The combined inertia tensor, Me + M, ror the manipulalOr 
and Ihe workpi«e will nOt in general be diagonal. However , it 
is symmetrie and thus can be diagonalized by rotating the 
coordinate axes in whieh the task is described. The stiffness 
and viscosity tensors are tO be chosen tO suit the [ask. It wi ll 
be assumed thaI Ihe eigenv«lors of the symmetrie stiffness 
and viscosity tensors are colinear with those of the inenia 
tensor. Given this assumption, the general six degree-of
freedom problem decomposes into six single degree-of
freedom problems. ConseQuently, each degree of freedom 
may be dealt wi[h separately as folIows. 

The task considered will be that of maintaining a fixed 
position in the face of perturbations from the environment. 
(These might be due 10 excitation forces from apower 1001 or 
due tO the process of using the 1001.) To reflecI the paucity of 
a-priori informat ion about the perturbations from Ihe en
vironment they will be modeled as a zerO·mean , Gaussian, 
purely·random proces! of strength S. The tradeoff implicit in 
this lask will be modeled as bcfore (equation (8» as the 
minimization of interface forces and position errors. FOT 
simplicilY, the interface is assumed tO be between the lotal 
inertia (controlled manipulator plus environment) and the 
elastic and viscous elements as shown in the equivalent nel· 
work of Fig. 2. The inertial behavior of the manipulator has 
essenlially been lumped with the admittance of the en
vironment. 

The obj«live funclion to be minimized is: 

Q= t " [(FI FtOl)l +{(Xo- X)IXtoWldt (IS) 

Wriling the equations for a single degree of freedom in phase 
variable form: 

'For eaelr. componenl of Ihe ve<;lor force field dcfincd by Klo] and cach 
componcnl of X, Ihecros5ed parda l derivallvC'$ are idcmlcal. 
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(16) 

(17) 

In these eQuatlons m rders 10 the combined apparent mass of 
manipulator and workpiece along this degree of freedom. 
Beeause of the random forcing term the objective function 
(eQualion WS)) is a random variable and the optimum im
pedance is obtain«! by minimizing its exp«tation wilh respe<:t 
10 t.he parameters k and b of the manipulator impedanee, 
subJect to the dynamic constraints imposed by the system 
(equations (16) and (17». The final simplifying assumption is 
10 consider only steady state conditions (the method i$ readily 
generalized to the transient case using standard numerical 
techniques). The analysis is presented in Appendix I. Sum
marizing the results: 

k Or>! = FtollXtol 

bOfl< = .J2(koPl m) 

(18) 

(19) 

In this simple case Ihe optimum stiffness is equal to the 
ratio of force toleranee, Flol, to position tolerance, Xtol. 
With no penalty on velocity errors, the oplimum damping is 
such as to yield a damping ratio of 0.707. A nonzero penalty 
on velocity errors would yield a more heavily damped system. 

Viewed simply as an optimization problem, these results are 
the well·known solution 10 the s«ond-order feedback 
regulator problem 113]. Their importance in this contexi is 
twofold: First, they demonstrate Ihat a tradeoff modeled by 
an object ive function such as equalion (lS) can be used to 
derive a specification of the appropriate manipulator im
pedance. B«ause of the assumptions permitting decoupling 
of the end-point behavior along each degree of freedom, these 
results can be applied 10 each degree of freedom in turn. 
Furthermore, the analytieal technique can be applied 10 
nonlinear systems 16, 9]. 

Seeond, a nd more important, the results are ex pressed in 
terms of the mechanical behavior of the end-point regardless 
of how that behavior is achieved. Although a large number of 
(gratu1tous) assumptions were made in the derivation, noneof 
them are impractical and the result expresses the required 
impedance com mand to the manipulator in terms of readily 
available mechanical quantities associated with (he task. The 
optimal impedance may be implemented by any muns, 
feedback or otherwise, permitted by a given manipulator 
design. As outlined in Part 11 , the primate neuromuscular 
system has the capacity to change its mechanical impedance 
by sim ultaneous activalion of opposing muscles 16, 9, 14] and 
the above analytical t«hnique has been used to derive a 
prediction of antagonist coactivation which has been shown 
10 be consislent wilh experimental observation 16, 9J. 

In this simple analysis the external forces were almost 
completely unmodelled. The assumption of a purely random 
process is tantamount to an assumption of complete un o 
predietability, The analysis demonstrates that even with 
extremely little information about Ihe environment, the in
teraction between manipulator and environment may be 
controlIed so a5 to meet task specifieations. Naturally, the 
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more information about the environment that is available, the 
better one would ell pect the system performance to be. 
However, this suggests the tantahzing possibility that the 
impedance may be chosen 10 uadeoff perfor mance againsl 
need for information about the environment. This is a topic 
for fUTlher research. 

Obstacle Avoidance Using Superposition of Impedances 

One useful and important consequence of Ihe auumptions 
underlying impedance control is that if the dynamic behavior 
of the manipulator is disse<:ted into a set of component im
pedances, these may be reassembled by simple addition even 
when the behavior of any or all of the components is 
nonlinear. This is a dire<:t consequence of the assumption that 
Ihe environment is an admiuance, conlaining al leasl an 
inerlia. That inertia acts 10 sum both forces applied to it and 
impedances coup~ed 10 it. 

The additive propert)' of impedances permits complicated 
tasks to be dealt with one piece at a time and all of the pieces 
combine<l by simple addition. We have taken advantage of 
this to implement a real-time feedback control law which 
drives the manipulator end-point tO a target location while 
simultaneously preventing unwanted collision with un
predictably moving obje<:ts in the manipulator's workspace 
[1-3,7,8]. 

Obstacle avoidanee is generally regarded as a problem in 
position conuol, speci fically that of planning a collision-free 
path [15]. The approach we have taken is not to plan a pa th, 
but 10 specify an impedanee which produces the desi red 
behavior without explicit palh planning. In the following 
example, recal! that although the need for the manipulator to 
have the behavior of an impedance arose from considerations 
of the methanical interaction between a manipulator and its 
environment, cases in which the mechanical work exchanged 
is negligible (e.g., free motions) ma)' be treated as special (or 
degenerate) instances. 

The primar), difference between impedance control and the 
more conventional approaches is that the controller auempts 
tO implement adynamie relation between manipulator 
variables such as end-point position and force rather than just 
control these variables alone. That entire relation becomes the 
eom mand 10 the manipulalOr whieh may be updated as o ften 
as praetieal considerations (such as speed of eomputation) 
dictate. In this sense, impedance control is an augmentation 
of eonventional position control. Each command 10 the 
manipulator specifies a position (as in conventional contro!) 
and in addition specifies a relation determining the ac
celerating force tO be applied to the total mechanical ad
mittance in response 10 deviations of the aetual position from 
the commanded pOSition. 

If the position- and velocity-dependent terms in the 
commanded impedance are each assumed 10 satisfy the 
requirements fo r the ellistence of a potential funclion then the 
manipulator behavior is simplified . It may be thought of as 
analogous to that of a stick)' marble rolling on a continuously 
deformable surface. Varying the impedance varies the shape 
of Ihe surface and the stickiness of the marble. Target 
acquisition and obstaele avoidance may now be dealt with 
separatelyas folIows. 

Successive target locations ma)' be specified b)' means of a 
(time-varying) depression in the surface . Each si ngle com
mand has a posilion-dependent component which specifies a 
potential funclion which is a "'lalle)''' with its bouom al the 
targel. This "valley" is depicted by a map of isopotential 
COntours in Fig . 3(a). 

Conversel )" given an observation of the relative location 
(with respeet 10 the end-point) of an obstaele (or an)' other 
region in the workspace tO be avoided) that object may be 
avoided by specif),ing a (time-var)'ing) bump in the deform-
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able surfaee. Now each single command also contains a 
pos ilion-depend~nt component which specifies a potential 
fie ld with an unstable equilibrium point at the localion of the 
obje<:t to be avoided. The potential function is a " hili " 
centered over Ihe obstaele (see Fig. 3(b». 

The target-acquisition command and the obstaele
avoidance command could be combined in a number of ways, 
but remember that the admittance sums the impedances. The 
inevitable inertial behavior of Ihe end-point guarantees the 
superposition of the eomponents of the impedance-controller 
action independent of the linearity of the components. It is 
always possible tO command obstaele-avoidance and target
aequisilion (or any ot her aspecl of the complele task) in
dependently and then combine all commands by simply 
adding the impedances, in Ihis case the corresponding 
potential fields (see Fig. 3(c» (7, 8). Furthermore, a number 
of obstaeles and a target ma)' be specified simu ltaneously. 
Each task component may be represented as a generalized 
Norton equivalent network and the combination lof all the 
tas k componentS represented by the equivalent network of 
Fig. 4. 

It is imponant to note that the combined potential fjeld of 
Fig. 3(c) represents a single command to Ihe manipulator. Of 
course, neilher targets nor obstaeles need stay fixed in the 
workspace and a t)'pical task will require multiple impedance 
commands UuSt as locating the spot welds on an automobi le 
requires multiple pOSition commands 10 a conventional robot 
controller) and by updating the impedance eommands 
repeatedly this approach may be used to make a manipulator 
avoid "invaders," objects which may move about the 
workspace in an unpredictable (or merely unpredicted) 
manner (2, 3]. 

The use of potential functions as commands to a robot is 
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similar lO the approach used by Khat ib and leMailrc [121 10 
navigate a manipulator Ihrough a complicated environment. 
Thc distinguishing feature (and advantage) of impedance 
contrel is that the same controller used 10 deal with free 
mOIions can also be used 10 deal with real mechanical in
tcraction. Thc success of impedance control as a unifying 
framewor k for dealing with both kinematically constrai ned 
manipulations and frce motiens (including avoiding moving 
"invaders") has ~en demonstrated by performing both of 
these tasks in real time usi ng a spherical coordinate 
manipulator (I , 21. The same controller was used for bOlh 
t3sks and {he algorithm was simple enough [0 be imp!emented 
using 8-b!t 2 MHz microprocessors (Z-80, one for each axis) 
for the real-time controller. One example of the obstacle
avoidance behavior achieved is shown in Fig. 5. 

As an aside, nOte that to be of practical value. the 
" repulsive" fo rce fields used 10 implement collision 
avoidance must ~ nonlinear; the repulsive force must drop to 
zero for sufficiently large separations between the end
effector and objects in the environment (see Fig. 3(b». This is 
precisely the type of noninvertible. nonlinear force/dis
placement behavior for which no inverse compliance fo rm 
exists. The concept of tuning the end-point stiffness and 
damping of a manipulator has ~en discussed in the literature 
under the general heading of "compliance," "compliant 
mOlion comTol," "fine motion comrol," or "force control" 
(5, 11 , 17, 18,2 1-24,281. In most of this prior work , the 
manipulator has been given the behavior of a linear com
pliance (a special case of an admiuance). The control strategy 
presented here is considerably more general ; If the end-poim 
dynamic behavior is expressed as an impedance, the above 
obstacle-avoidance behavior is included as a special case; If it 
were expressed as a compliance this useful behavior would be 
excluded. In addition, the superposition property of im
pedances coupled tO an admittance would not be preserved. 

Summary lind Conclusion 

This paper has presemed a method for cont roll ing a 
manipulator which may interact dynamically with its en
vironment. The approach is solidly based on the mechanics of 
interaction and was develOped in Part I from some reasonable 
physical assumptio ns about manipulation : that the comrolled 
manipulator may be represenled as an equivalent physical 
system; that manipulation is a fundamemally nonlinear 
problem (therefore impedance and admiuance must be 
distinguished); a nd thai the environment contains 
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kinematically constrained inert ia l ObjeclS and is a n ad
miuance (therefore lhe manipulator musl have the causality 
of an impedance). Two theoretical consequences of these 
assumptions are that a broad dass of nonlinear manipulators 
may be represented by a generalization of the fami liar Nonon 
equivalent network, and that impedances may be superim
posed even when Ihey are nonlinear . 

Im pedance control is an extension of conventional position 
control sl rategies. A time-varying position (Ihe virtual 
position) is commanded; in addition an impedancc is com
manded, a relation (possibly dynamic, nonlinear, discon
tinuous and time-varying) belween interface forces and 
displacements from that position. This sim ple strategy of 
commanding a relat ion rather than just a position (or a 
velocity) has a profound impact on the problems of 
manipulator contro!. In Part 11 it was shown that it leads to 
the elimination of the "inverse kinematic problem " (211 (that 
o f determining a joint Irajeclory from an end-point trajec
tory). 

Impedance control focuses on the interaction port and 
describes the required behavior in terms of Ihe mechanical 
properties of the manipulator (e.g., its impedance) in
dependent of the way this behavior is to be achieved. This sets 
the stage for considering alternatives 10 feedback control. 
These are important for high-speed manipulation; al suf
fic iemly high frequencies the behavior of any controlled 
sys tem is dominated by its open loop behavior. In Part 11 il 
was shown that multiple actuators and "excess" linkage 
degrees of freedom may be used to modulale end-point im
pedance. h is suggesled that the primate central nervous 
system uses these non-feedback strategies and that the1ap
parent redundancies in the primate musculoskelelal system 
may in fact play an essential funcl ional role in comrolling 
interactive ~havior . 

In this third pan of the paper it was shown that in general, 
the impedance appropriate to a given task may be deduced 
from the task objeclive, and a method which uses op
timization theory to do this was presented. Although the 
examples presented were extremely simple, they retained the 

. structure of Ihe basic manipulation problem, represented by 
Ihe generalized Norton equivalent network coupled 10 an 
admiuance. The static example led tO an inslructive resul!: 
while power transmissio n requires machine impedance 10 

match environmental impedance. manipulatio n (trading off 
movement errors againn interface forces) requires a machine 
impedance proportional to environmental admittance; power 
transmission a nd manipulation are, in a sense, "orthogonal" 
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tasks. The dynamic eltample showed that the appropriate 
impedance can be eltpressed in terms of force and motion 
tolerances independent of the way the impedance is im
plemented e.g., wi thout assum ing feedback contro!. The 
method used is general and has been applied tO a nonlinear 
system. 

The concept of tuning the dynamic behavior of a 
manipulalOr has been eltplored by a number of researchers. 
However, most of this prior work considered only linear 
dynamic behavior and implemenled il as an admittance (rorce 
in, motion ou!). The rescriclion 10 linearicy is nOI necessary 
and as shown in the collision-avoidance eltample, non linear 
behavior has its uses. The restriction to admiuance causality is 
not consistent with the physical constraints of interacling with 
a (possibly constrained) inert ial environment. ThaI approach 
mighl be juslified by arguing that the environmeOl could be 
modelIed as an impedance, (e.g., aspring {18, 28)); Un
fortunately, admittances coupled to an impedance at a 
common point (the end-effector of the robot) do not enjoy the 
superposition properties of impedances coupled to an ad
miltance at a common point. lmpedance control o ffers a 
significam advamage over this al ternative. 

The praclical value of the additive property of nonlinear 
impedances was shown in this third part of the paper by using 
it tO develop a feedback control law for avoiding un
predictably moving objects. By taking advantage o f the 
superposition of impedances, target acquisition and obstaele 
avoidance could be considered separately and implemented as 
different components o f a total commanded impedance which 
were combined by simple addition. This approach does not 
require eltplicic path planning and the controllaw was Simple 
enough to be implemented using 8-bit MHz microprocessors. 
Note, however, that impedance control does not preclude a 
preplanning or navigational approach and the tWO methods 
may usefully complement one another; path-planning is 
appropriate for the predictable aspects of the environment, 
impedance control offeTS a method for deal ing wit h its less 
predictable aspects. 

The choice of a realis tic but appropriately simple form for 
the impedance tO be imposed leads to a dramatic sim
plification of the problems of controlling the complete system 
(manipulator and environment). Restricting attention to 
impedances with ellact differentials (force fields with zero 
curl) permits the definition of potential function5 for the 
position- and velocity-dependent behavior. Because of the 
simple for m of the imposed dynamic equalions the (elastic) 
potential fu nction and the eltternal forces are sufficient to 
define static stability. Asada (4) has shown how elastic fields 
may be used as the basis of an approach 10 planning stable 
grasp . Stable equilibrium configurations of end-effector and 
workpiece are defined by finding minima of the potenlial 
energy function. Gravitational forces are readily included by 
expressing them as a potential funClion and combining it with 
the potential funclion of the manipulator by simple addition. 
Note, however, that the dynamic stability of the end-effector 
is not guaranteed (that is, in principle, sustained oscillations 
are possible). To ensure dynamic stability the dissipative fjeld 
must be chosen appropriately; the complete impedance must 
be controlled, not just the elaslic behavior. 

The use of potential functions in effect maps the end-point 
dynamics into a set o f static functions and the visualization, 
prediction and planning of the behavior of the com~dete 
system is simplified . For ellample, in the absence of ellternal 
active sources the total energy of the system, kinetic plus 
potential, may never increase. This permits easy prediclion of 
the mallimum velocil ies which may result fr om a given set of 
commands without computing the detailed trajectories. 
Conversely, as the potential energy function i5 one of the 
commands, il is readily chosen so that a desired maximum 
velocity is never eltceeded_ If the impedance command is given 
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when the system is at zero velocily (e.g. , a workpiece has juSt 
been grasped) then il is not even ne<:essary tO know the mass 
of the grasped ob;ect. 

A feature of impedance control is that it permits a unified 
treatment of many aspects of manipulator controJ. The ac
tions of both controller software and manipulator hardware 
may be described through an equivalent physical system. As a 
result powerful methods (such as bond graphS) for network 
analysis of nonlinear systems may profitably be applied. Real 
mechanical interaction may be treated in the same framework 
as free (unconstrained) motions_ The impedance controller 
used to avoid unpredictably moving objects was also capable 
of coping with kinematically constrained motions 11 , 2). 
Targets to be acquired are treated in Ihe same way as obstac1es 
to be avoided as different components of a total task, where 
each component is described by a generalized Non on 
equivalent network. Path control (20, 25), rate control (26, 
27), and acceleration control (16). could be considered in a 
single framewt)rk as important special cases of impedance 
control (e.g., position control : maximize impedance; rate 
control : no statie impedance component). Pure force control 
{l i ) (force commanded as a function of time only) could also 
be considered in the same framework by regarding it as a 
special case in which the impedance is purely elastic_ A 
potential fun ction with a constant gradient defines the 
magnitude of the eommanded force, and the virtual position 
(which may go outside the workspace) defines Ihe direction of 
Ihe eommanded force_ The hybrid combinalion of force and 
position control in orthogonal directions (17, 23) proposed 
fo r dealing with pure kinematic constraints is also inc1uded 
under impedance controJ. 

Most important, the applicability of impedance control 
elI tends beyond the workless conditions imposed by free 
mOIions or pure kinematic consl raints to inc1ude the control 
of energetic interactions such as are encountered when using a 
power tool. It promises tO be panicularly useful for un
derstanding, controlling and coordinat ing the actions of 
mutually interacting manipulators, such as the fingers of a 
hand , the hand and Ihe arm, or two arms. Using this ap
proach each subsystem presents a simple behavior 10 the other 
subsystems; This will facilitate the prediction and control of 
the eombined behavior of the entire system . 

An alternative approach 10 manipulator control in the 
presence of significant dynamic interaction is tO change the 
structure and/or parameters of a feedback controller as the 
conditions imposed by the environment change. This would 
require the contro ller tO monitor the environment con
linuously, identify changes, and adapt its own behavior 
accordingly - a far-from-trivial task. Changes in the structure 
and parameters of the environment may take place very 
rapidly (consider the transition from free motion' to con
strained motion as an object comes in comact with a surface) 
and there may not be sufficient time fo r Ihe usually lengthy 
process of system idenlificat ion. On the other hand, if the 
controller is structured so that the manipulator always im
presses a force on the environment in relation to its motion 
(that is, il behaves as an impedance) there are no practical 
situations in which its behavior is inappropriate, no practical 
task has been ellcluded. and the need to identify the structure 
o f the environment has been reduced. 

Of course. impedance control does not preclude the ap
plication of adaptive strategies, and indeed the two ap
proaches may complement each other, controlled impedance 
taking care of the transitions and allowing ti me for iden
tification and adaptation to optimize performance. Strictly 
speaking, impedance control is a subset of parameter
adaptive control; the primary distinctions are that the 
parameters to be modulated are ellpressed in terms o f a 
physically meaningful quantity, mechanical impedance, and 
unlike other work on parameter adaptation, no assumption is 
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made that the implementation of the impedance will be 
through feedback control strategies. A~ impedance may be 
implemenled in a number of ways, uSlng to advantage the 
resources of a specific manipulator. 

Essentially, irnpedance control is an alternpt to combine {he 
control of " transport" tasks (which are the philosophical 
underpinning of conventional robot control) with the c~ntrol 
o f "interactive" tasks such as the use of a tools. The ulumate 
goal of this work is tO understand the subleties of adaptive 
tool-use, one of the distinguishing features of primate 
behavior . Jrnpedance control may provide the basis fo r un
derslanding lool-using behavior in primates, resloring this 
capability to an a~putee .using an artificial limb, and im
plementing it on an Indusmal robot. 
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APPENDIX I 

Optimal Impedance ror a One-Dimeosiooal Dynamlc 
Syslem 

The system equations in phase variable form are: 

The interface force is: F:: k(Xo - X)+ bV 
The objective fu nction to be minimized is: 

Q:: 1o"! FIFtol)~ + [(Xo -X)I XtolP Idt 

The eltternal force FexI is a zero-mean, Gaussian, purely 
random process of strength S. Thus: 

EIFeltl(t)] = 0 E[Fexl(r)Fexl(r + T)) :: Sb( T) 

In sieady state je :: Xo, V - 0 thus wilhout loss of generality 
assurne X o :: ~. The covariance propagation equations are: 

X1 :: 2XV 

xv = b -
:: V· .!. - XV-

m 

•• S b = k _ . - -, -2- v· -2- XV 
m· m m 

Because of the random foreing, the oplimum impedance is 
obtained by minimizing the expeclalion of Ihe objective 
fu nclion subjecl (0 Ihe consuaints imposed by the covariance 
propagation equations. Writing p! ,. Flol l Xtol 

I \. E[Q] = r:::::i1 ! b~V! + 2k bXV + (k: +pl)Xlldt 
Flol 0 
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The Pomryagin function is: 

( 
, b ~ k - ) + A, - , - 2- v--2-XV 

m" m m 

The minimizing conditions are: 

iJH - - AZ V1 2AJ 
- = O=2bXV+2kX2- - x - - xv 
iJk m m 

aH ,... - Al - 2AJ 071 
- =0=2bl'" +2kXV- -XV- - ,-
ab m m 

The laGrange multipliers are determined from the costate 
equations: 

aH. b k 
-="" - - h. ""2kb+2hl -hz - -2hzaxv" m m 

aH ., b 
--= -Al ",b- +AZ - 2AJ,VI m 

Assuming a steady-state solution exists. it may be obtained by 
setting all rates of change to zero. Manipulating the resulting 
equations yidds: 

xv s VI S 
= 0 VI=-- X '" 2bk 2bm 

k' 
~ 

p' kop< = Ftoll Xtol 

b~", = 2ko",m bOfl< = .J2kcp, m 
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